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"To be a pref-effed institution in Engineering "Lidueatiou by achieving excellenoe in teaching and

reseflrch and to retnain as a source of prie{e fol' its commitmenl to hotristic developrrlent of individual

anrtr st-rciety"

{NST{T{|T"E &ru
"To continuously strive for the overall development of students, educating then: in a state-of-the-art-

infiastrircture, Lry retaining ttrre best practices, people and inspire them to imbibe real time prcbleiu

solving skills, leaclership qualities, human values and societal commitments, so that they efilergcl as

co [npetent pro f-essic Lral s 
o t

ffi ffi X*A TAT ME Iq T' ffi F' 1%4 ffi CFAANE CAL EN G ENf, E EEH 13 G

,,To be the centre of excellence in providing education in the field of Mechanical Engineering to

produce technically competent and socially responsible engineering graduates"

.x'l f St':;f {}iv'

,,Educating stuclcnts to prerparc then-r fbr professional compctcncies ir-r the broader areas of the

Mechanical Elgineerir-rg ficlcl b1, inculcating analytical skills. research abilities and encottraging

oulture of coptinuous lezrnring lbr solving rcal time problems usillg modern tools"
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The Graduates tvill be able to

PEOl: AcclLtire core colttpetence in Appliecl Science, Mathematics and Mechanical
firndaurcntals to exccl in prof'essionar career ard higher stLrdr

PEO2: Design. cletuonstrate attc[ anall'ze the rnechanical systcms u,hich are rrsefirlto secictr.,.

Enginecring

PEo3: Mairltain pro['essional & elhical values. enrployability shills. mLrlticlisciplinarl uppr..,o.l, & err ability
to rcalizc engirlect'irt-u issttcs to broac1er social contexl [r1 enlauing in lile Iong Iearnilg.

E':'lt*j l'a t li $p*r ilir' ( 1u i a:l; rr,*,s {' f 
}}ri}r i

l>SOl: '\hle to appl-r the basic pr irtciples o1'Mcchanical ['.nqinc.,inq i1 rariotrs pr.actical fielcls to solve
societal ploblents b), cnuauing the nrselves in ntaltl, statc./nati,rnal lev,cl pl.o.jects.

PSO2: Able to allal-vze arlcl clcsigtt hasic nrechanical systen'r r-rsing rclevant tnoi, ,iira techliques.
PS03: Able to resolVc colltclllporrrrv issLtes of inciustries tlrlough rndrrstr-"- ilrstitLrtc ipteractio, .rd alrrnrni

social netu'orks

t' r *gr *ztt {.} * tt* rrr q.r (,83 { } ti
Pol: Engineering knort'leclge- Apply the knou'ledge of rnathernutics, science, engineering fuldaprentals,

altd an crtgineerittu spccialization to the solution o1'cclnrplex engineering prgblelrs.
PO2: Problem analysis- tdentify. lorrtrLtlate, revie',v rescarclr lilerature, and analyze corlpler cneineerirrg

pt'oblenls reacltittg strbstarltiated conclusions using first plirrciples of nrat5ernatios, patural sciences. ..d
errginceling scicnec:

Po-l;Dcsign/develoPmcnt of solutions- Design solutions tbr corrrplex engineeripg problcrns and design
systenl colllpollc'nts or pr()ccsses that nteet the specified nceds with approltriale considcratior.t fbr the
ptrblio hcalth ancl saf'et-r. artcl 1he cLrll-Lrlal. societal, ancl cnvirorrrnental consicleralions.

PO4:Condttct investigations of complex problents- LJsc rescarclr-bascd 1pou,lccl-qe apcl rcsear-c5 prethocls
inclLtdirrg clesign ol'crpcrintents. annl),sis ancl inter.;tr-ctatiorr ol tlatrL. antl svnthcsis o1'tlre infbr.rnation to
provide valid conclLrsions.

PO.f:Modcrn tool usage- (lreatc. select. ancl appll appropriirle techrriclLres, resonrces. and ntoderrr
ertgitteeritt-9 arltl l-l'tools incluclirtg prediotion and rnodeling 1o conrplcx engile-ering activities r,r,ith tru
urrclerslanding of tlre I i nritations.

PO6:The engineer and socictl- Appl), reasonitrq infortned b1, thc corrtextrral kpor,r'leclge to assess societal,
health, saf'ety, legal ancJ cultut'al issues arrcl the consequenl respolrsibilities relcvalt to the prof-essioral
cngilreclinr.r prfl eI icc.

PO7:Eln'ironment and sustainabilit'r'- L..lnclerstancl thc irlpact o['the prottssional engineerin-9 solutions irr
stlcictal atlcl cttvit'tlttllterltal ctttttexts, ztttcl dernonstrate the knowledge of. ancl neecl for. sLlstainable
deve lopntent.

POB;Ethics- Apply ethical prrrtciples ancl conrnrit to prof'essional ethics apcl res;rolsibilities ancl nornrs.f
the e'ngineelirrt prael icc.

PO9:lndir'itlual and tcrrnr uork- [ruttction efl-ectivel) as an iniiivrdLral. an(l as a r.uernber or leadcr irr
cliverse learns. ancl in mLr Iticl isciplinarl settings.

POI0:Comm ttnicatiott- ('olttttttttticate efJ'ectively t'rn ctrnrplcx cn-rlinecrint trctivitics witlr the errgireerirg
corttttrLrtlitl'tttlcl rt i1h socictt at large. sttch as. bcine ablc 1o criltpreltencl ancl u,ritc effectiye reports alcl
design docuntetttatitttt, ttttrlie efl'ective presenttrtions. and give rrncl receive clear instluetiops.

POll: Project mauagetneltt antl linance- Dcnronstrate knowleclu,e arrcl trntlerstancling of the errgineering
atld lrlarlagcntertt principlcs attd app[.t, tltese to onc's olvn rvoi'li. as a rnentber and leader in a tear1. tcr

manalle pro.jccts ancl in nrLrltidrsciplinirn errr ironlncnts.
PO12:Life-long lcarning- Recognize the need fbr, anc.l have llre prepalation atrd abili[,to en-{age in

independent and Iif'e-long learning in the broadest context oIlcchnological change.

i
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Sl. No. Topic Page No.

1 Vision and Nlission It

2 I'}EOs. PSOs and POs llr

J StLrdents Help Desk V

1 [)epartrlental Rcstturccs rri

) 'feaching FacLrltl Dctails vll

6 Acadcmic Calenclat' lx

7 Schenrc o1' Teaching & I'.xaminatior-t x

fheory Course Plan

I F initc lrlement Anall'sis 1to08

2 o mp utcr integratctl I\4 an trthctr,trin g 17NIl:.62 09 to 18

-) IIcat 'l'rar, sfer 17MIt63 19 to 28

4 Design of Machine Irlcments -ll 29 to 48

5 Automobilc l',ngineeri ng 17M11655 49 10 56

6 I-otal (lualitl Managernenl r 7MH664 57 to 62

Labora tory - Coursc Plan and Viva Questions

7 Heat'I'raursl-er Lab llME:,I,67 63 ro 66

8 lVloclcling ancl Analysis L,ab 17MEL68 67 to (tc)

iv
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N.
Additional Responsibility Contact Person

IIOL)

l''.r1' S A il*

Fa cu lt Staff
I Atle slations. De pt. & InstitLrtc \\iur.lt. Si V C ISadiger
2. PC Cloorclinzrtor'/ Rescar.ch Centre Ilcacl Sri. R M HLrnchvali
J. I I I coordinator (lNDl.JS-fR),) Irrol. C ANaik 

- Sri. S C.lotawar
4. I I I coolclinator (lN1't-RNSI IIP) ['rol. [(. V Clllqop[.rr St'i R B I(unibar

-5. Ciass'leachels In-ciralges

Prof'. C A Naik (lV A) Sri M S l(urani

lttl l44llrpp1ilgi (Iv B)
l'jr'oi. NI. M. Shivashirnpi(Vl A)

Sri. R B Kurtrbat'

S;. n l,1 Ur-,*-l t"li
Prof. 1.. S. Vandali (VI B) Sri S R Nakadi
I']rof. S. B. Avr,ade (Vlll A) Sri. S C Jotarvar
Prol. A M Biladar (VIlt B) Sri. M B Badiger

6 Record Rootn Coot'dinator Prol'. S. B. Arvacie

I"of. S. B A*,ua.,p,..,f n l,l Bi*,|*
S-r l\4 S Kurani

1. I A T'est Cloorclinalor Sr M B Badiger'

8 Seminar/Pro.j ect Coorcl i nator. Prof. N.M.Ul<kali,i Pr Lri. fl, M. Doclanrani Sr
Sr

M B Badiger'
S C .lotau'ar

(). I- acultl' / A ICI'lF-/LIC/ Stal l Activiries Prol'. B. Nl Dodantarr: A I nstrrrclors
l0 Stltdent Activities/Fced bac k Coordi nator. Prol-. .lagdeesh A

I AIMSS Coorclinator f1o!I ylhivashrnrpi,Prol. M R lngalagi Sri M B Badiser
t2 NBA Cloordinator' Prol. S. A Coucladi
lJ. Extra CLrrricLrLar'/ InclLrction f'oorclinator. Irrot. 'l' S Vanclali
r4. Dept. N4eeling Proceeclings Coorcliltator Prof. K G Ambli
l -5. PhD. EMS/ News l-etter Coorc]inator. Prof. M. M. Shivashirnpi

16 Clhorce of F-lectives
Dr S. N Toppannavlr.
Prol. D N. Inarndar
I'ro1.'f S. Vandali

t7. EMS Cloolclinalor' Prof. S. B. Ar,vade/ IJrof. N.M Ukkalir
Prot'. M I{ lngala.qi

l8 T'P Clell Cooldinator Prof. R V Nyarnagourl Sri S. R. Nakade
t9 AILnrni Cooldiltntor. !ryf M A tlipparagi
20 Ii.obo V iclva Coorcl inator Prof. A M Biraclar Sri. V C Badieer
2 Departrnenl Li braLy Coorcli nator Sli. Mahantesh l'anotii SLi. R M l{unchvali
)1 Tirne Table/l STFI Coorcl inalor ProL C. V. Chinir.r,all,'

-) GA1'lr Cloorcl inator }I,O I)
Nells !.qt1e,1 I gc !.l4qgazi ne/ Cloor cl i nator. Plof. S R I(Lrlkarni l,roi M S l,utanc

25 !,.1!'11 C,_,1Ull4!"c. ! lllll{qalor (Dcpt.) llOI) & Class l-eaclr,.i's
26 Dispcnsar), 

_._...
Dr. ArLLrr C Bullanllletr'- Cell No.94.19141i.19

t s$iteefr: {-evel
0 NBA/NI R [r Cool'd inator' Pro1. D N. lnar.nciar 1tr59 t208980)
02 Stlldent We lfare Conr,cner Prof. S. B. Akkole (9480422508)
03 lloste I u'arden KSCS f Cloorclirrator' Prof. M S FLrtarre (782961 1609)
04 AIC fl-/ []lostel Asst. Warden C'oordinator I)r. K. M. Akkoti (e739114856)
05 TP Clell Cooldirrator Prof . N. M Patel (973961 9(r6 I )
06 Arrtr Raguing Convener Prot. M. S Futane (9480849334)
o7 Anti Squacl Conve ner Dr. K. M. Akkoli (e739 t 14856)
08 Anti SexLral Harassurent Convener Prof. S. S. Kamate (9008696825)
09 Cirieva nce Rcclrcssa I Clon.n'enor' Prol'. G. A. Nail< (9480539283)
l0 lnstitLrtc Ncus & publicity Prof. Mahesh ilippalagi (7.1 1 1 507,105)
lt Fr rst Year Coorcl inatclr t)r. S. N. Tqppanna\ ar (99:15082054)

z€.za $ t: st t Yff q:l * E 3 *.'ifu

a.l
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Departrnent of N4cchanical lrngineeling r,r,'as establisi-recl in the r.'itt'1c)9(r ancl is housecl in ertotal arca

of 2584.5 Sq. Meters.

F Position
sl.
No

Category No. in position Average
experience

1 T'eaching faculty 24 17

2 Tecl-rrrical slaff 1i 14

-) llelper / Peons 05 09

or Labor:rtories

S.N. Nzrmc of the laboraton'
Area in

Sq. Meters
Amount Invested

(Rs.)

I Basic Workshop Laboratorl' 170 427 698

''l ]rluid Nlechanics Machincrl' Laboratorl' 172 77 531,6.75

a
J Ene rg1' C'o nversi otr ltngg. Laboratory 173 1269190.2

4 Machi ne shop Laboratorl' t70 1361344.5

,5 F oturclrl, & Irorging [,aborator,v 179 318787.1,1

6 Dcsi-qn l,aboratory /.) 364998

7 llcat & N.4ass 
'l'ransl-cr l-aboratory 148 52457 6

8 Mctallography & N4attcrial'l'esting [.aboratorl 149 1095 679.24

9 Nlcoharlioirl Nlcasttrctltetlls & N4elrtllogr ['aborattlrl c)5 548011,.75

10 CIM &,\utonratiotilCAMA Laboratort' 66 3720223.1

11 ClonrpLrtet' Aiclecl Machine Drzrwirlg Laboratorl' 66 20138 tL.5

1) C or-r-rpr-rtcr A i dcd Lrng g Drau'i ng Labo rato r1' 66 142727 L.3

13 Deparlment/O1her 1908664.2

Total 1527 L,57,55,57L.65
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s.N. Faculty Name Designation Qualification Area of specialization
Professional
*^-L^--L:-

I ndustry Teaching
Contact
Nos.(in years) (in years)

)r S C Karlate )r tncipaJ 'h l.) l'honrzrl(C ogcncralion) 03 2,1 9,180tt49i-j 1

2 l)r S ,\ AlLrr ']h [) I herntal []orrcr llnqc l.l\4ts't Il 2-5

3 .)r 13 M Slrrigirr IOL)i I)rotLssor ,h l) 0 2 9i,1 |48,rtr9

4 )r S N l-optrntrinrrr \ssoc l)rolcssor LMtsl E 0 9 9.182,14i)215

5 )rol. D N lnirnrclar Vl Tcclr (l'>h I)) 08 l-5 9i9 t20lt9ti0

(, )t l( \4 Aklioli V l'cch (l'h l)) I'hcrrral lbrrer l:neg 5 15 97-r9l I .+1156

7 Prot'Il KChilgopkar \1 I rrch I hcrrrral llrrrcL llngg I -NllS I ll I5 21 9 I lJ () ()7 0.17 5

IJ
)rol.(i A Naili \4 leclr 't odrrctiol Mrllitgctltcnt ],MIS II] o2 22 9.+IJ05-r 92ul

9 )rof.(i V Chinir.ialar \1 fcch r4 aclr i no [ )cs ign 04 15 8 762-l3 6.1,1-+

0 ProlllVI S lrLrlanc vl l-cch
.'()rlrputcr I rtcgratcd
r4 an Lr Iit clLrri ns 0 l3 916,1r05035

)ro1. 'l S \/andali vt l-ech Vachinc l)csrgn l.lvlls t ll 8i 09 96862.r 5 904

l2 )rol.S A (ioLrdadi VI l'cch )esign l-.nginccnng lt 9.1:llill766ll2

l iri S li Kull.arni Vl l'cch )csign l:rrginccring n 8121661692

14 'rol.N{ NI Shivashiurpi Ilrenral l)owcr lJngt 0 09 97 12191 11 3

5 'roll M r\ IILpparrurr Asst l)rolissor N1 'l cch 1l')lr l)) i)r Lrilrrctiorr I ccltnologt 07 08 7,1 I I 5071105

6 )ro1'A N,l lJiradar \sst Prolcssor V 'l oclr V'laclrinc I)csrgn ()) 0it 9986 r 27701

'7
']nrl. K (i Antbli \'l l'cch (t'h t))

)rociLrct Dcsi,gn and
t4arr u I zrctu ri ns

08 07 9 r61534511

l8 )lol. S ll Au,adc Vl 'l ech v{achinc dcsign I.\,1tS t I: 06

l9 )ro1. Mahiinto:h l'anLrdi \laclrinc dcsie.rr 01

20 'rol. N NI tjkhali V l'cch Vlachinc I)esipn 06 9620152199

2l 'rol. N1 1l lnagrlngi I'Jternral I)orr cr l,irrgg I,MIS I II 0-j 9711 u6850i

22 )rtrl. lagadccsh A \1 I eclr l'hcrnral Pou cr l:nq!. 06 9t)0)81111 1

--) '}r01. ll V Nr.anragroLrcl \ss( T)rolcssor I ltcrnral PLrrvcr l:nglr i.N4ts tr 9964 8l2rl94

24 'rot. lJ N'l l)irtllnrirni lr'l I cclr l.\4ts Il 05 95.1irl4757a
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No Subject

Code
Title

Teaching Hours

/Week
Examination Credits

!
Aa

L9
Z

,-r l

2.

I I 7MF.6 I I'inite Illenrenl Analvsis J 2 0 0l 60 10 00 4

2 I7MU62
Conrputel integratcd
ManufactLrring

4 0 0 03 60 40 100 4

-) t7ME63
I'leat lransf'er

_) 2 0 03 60 40 00 4

4 11N1E64
Design of Machine E,lements -

It
J 2 0

03 (r0 40 100 4

5 17ME6-5X
Prol-essiclnal E lect ivc-l I J

0 0 03 60 40 100 -)

6 I7ME66X Opcn tilectivc-tl J
0 0 03 60 40 00 J

7 ITMEL(r7 l:leat Transl'er l,ab 0 2 0i 60 40 r00 2

8 I7MEL68 Modelirtg artd Atrall'sis
t-ab(t-EA)

0 2 03 60 40 100 2

Total 2t 6 4 ,180 320 60 40

ly *.22 * sw,: c p{' K' ave uka E sB g L3 Ewft {, w ra w,, aE wa at u'^ v xe

5th Semester "A and B" division lV SEMESTER

PlofessionaI E.lective-l I Opcn Eleotive-lt

t7ME6-s l Corlputationa I Itl Lr id Dynzrnt tcs t7ME66 t F.rrerrv Auditing

t7MFt652 Mechanics of Cortposite Materials l7MIt662 Indtrstrial Safety'

I 7M 8653 Metal Forrrring r7M1166i Mai i r tenance Lngineering

l7ME654 Tool Dcsign 17M8664 'l'otal Quality Managernent

l7MFt655 Automobi lc lingincering

L Core subject: This is the course, which is to be conrpulsot'ilv studiecl b1 a stttdettt tts a core reqLLiretnent to colnplete

the recluirernent o1'a pro{raut'tte it.t a said discipline o[-study

2. Professioual Electivc: Elective relevant to chosetl specializatiorlt' brancll

3. Open Elective: Elcctit,es tronr other lechnical atrdttr etnerging strb.iecl areas.
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Subject Title FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Subject Code l7ME6t CIE Marks 40

Number of Lecture Hrs / Week 03L+027 SEE Marks 60
Total Number of Lecture Hrs 50( 10 Hours per Module) Exam Hours 03

CREDITS _ 04

F'ACULTY DETAILS:
\ame: Mr. SAGoudadi Designation: Asst.Professor lExperience:12
\o. of times course taught:01 Specialization: Design Engg

F'ACULTY DETAILS:
Yame:Mr.TSVandali Designation: Asst. Professor. lExperience:lg years
No. of times course taught:01 Specialization : Mach ine Design

knowledge and skills needed to effectively evaluate finite element analyses.

SI. No Branch Subject
0l Mechanical Engineering IlIIIIIIIIY Engg. Mathematics

02 Mechanical Engineering III Mechanics of Mechanics

03 Mechanical Engineering VI Design of Machine Elements-Il

04 Mechanical Engineering VI Heat and Mass Transfer

CO Course Outcome
Cognitivr

Level
POs

col
Understand the concepts behind formulation methods
in FEM and Choose interpolation polynomial
equation for simplex elements

LI,L2 PO l,PO2,PO3,PO6,PO8,PO I l,PO I i

coz
Develop element characteristic equation and solve the
global equation of FEA elements such as bars and
trusses.

L2,L3 PO l,PO2,PO3,PO6,PO8,PO I l,PO I i

c03 Develop element characteristic equation and solve the
slobal eouation of FEA for beams and circular shafts

L2,L3 ?o l,Po2,Po3,PO6,PO8,PO I l,PO I 2

c04 Develop element characteristic equation and solve the

slobal equation ofFEA for lD heat transfer
L2,L3 )o 1,PO2,PO3,PO6,PO8,PO I 1,PO I 2

cos
Develop element characteristic equation and solve the
global equation of FEA for axi symmetric and

dvnamic problems

L2,L3
PO l,PO2,PO3,PO6,PO8,PO I l,PO I 2

Total Hours of instruction 50
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Module I
Introduction to Finite Element Method : General description of the finite element method.
Engineering applications of finite element method. Boundary conditions: homogeneous ancl no
homogeneous for structural, heat transfer and fluid flow problems. Potential energy method, Rayleigh
Ritz method, Galerkin's method, Displacement method of finite element formulation. Conveigence
criteria, Discretisation process, Types of elements: lD, 2D and 3D, Node numbering, Location of
nodes. Strain displacement relations, Stress strain relations, Plain stress and Plain striin conditions,
temperature effects.
Interpolation models: Simplex, complex and multiplex elements, Linear interpolation polynomials in
terms of global coordinates ID,2D,3D Simplex Elements.
Module II
One-Dimensional Elements-Analysis of Bars and Trusses,
Linear interpolation polynomials in terms of local coordinate's for lD, 2D elements. Higher order
interpolation functions for lD quadratic and cubic elements in natural coordinates, Constant strain
triangle, Four-Nodded Tetrahedral Element (TET 4), Eight-Nodded Hexahedral Element (HEXA 8),
2D isoparametric element, Lagrange interpolation functions, Numerical integration: Gaussian
quadrature one point, two point formulae, 2D integrals. Fore terms: Body force, traction force and
point loads,
Numerical Problems: Solution for displacement, stress and strain in lD straight bars, stepped bars
and tapered bars using elimination approach and penalty approach, Analysis of trusses.
Module III
Beams and Shafts: Boundary conditions, Load vector, Hermite shape functions, Beam stiffness
matrix based on Euler-Bemoulli beam theory, Examples on cantilever beams, propped cantilever
beams, Numerical problems on simply supported, fixed straight and stepped beams using direct
stiffness method with concentrated and uniformly distributed load.
Torsion of Shafts: Finite element formulation of shafts, determination of stress and twists in circular
shafts.
Module IV
Heat Transfer: Basic equations of heat transfer: Energy balance equation, Rate equation: conduction,
convection, radiation, energy generated in solid, energy stored in solid, lD finite element formulation
using vibrational method, Problems with temperature gradient and heat fluxes, heat transfer in
composite sections, straight fins.
Module V
Axi-symmetric Solid Elements: Derivation of stiffness matrix of axisymmetric bodies with triangular
elements, Numerical solution of axisymmetric triangular element(s) subjected to point loads, angular
velocity, pressure vessels.
Dynamic Considerations: Formulation for point mass, Consistent element mass matrix of one

dimensional bar element, truss element, axisymmetric triangular element, quadrilateral element, beam
element. Lumped mass matrix of bar element, truss element. Evaluation of eigen values and eigen
vectors, applications to bars, stepped bars and beams.

Semester Subject Topics

0l VII Mechanical Vibrations Modal Analysis and Harmonic Analysis

02 VIII Proiect work Part Modeling and Analysis

PageZ %
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SL.No Real World Mapping
0l Examples of bars, beams and Trusses
02 Examples of lD bars for heat transfer

Text Books

1. Logan, D. L., A first course in the finite element method,6u,Edition, Cengage Leaming,20l6.
2. Rao, S. S., Finite element method in engineering, 5tr, Edition, Pergaman Int. Library of
Science, 2010.
3. Chandrupatla T. R., Finite Elements in engineering,2nd Edition, PHI, 2013.
Reference Books

t. J.N.Reddy, "Finite Element Method"- McGraw -Hill International Edition.Bathe K. J.
Finite Elements Procedures, PHI.
2. Cook R. D., et al. "Concepts and Application of Finite Elements Analysis"- 4tr,

Edition, Wiley & Sons,2003.
Additional Study material & e-Books
l. NPTELofFEMandFEA
2. FEM by ARK Swamy.

Website and Internet Contents References
1) hups://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite element method
2) nptel.ac.in/courses/l I 2 I 04 I I6
3) http://autofem.com./er/examples.html

Sl.No Magazines/Journals website
I International Joumal of

Computational Methods
www.worldscientifi c.com

2 International Journal of Solids
and Structures

http://www. sciencedirect.com/science/j oumal/00207683

Theoretical aspects as well as relevant sketches should be drawn neatly for questions asked in Internal Assessments
Scheme of Evaluation for Internal Assessment
Intemal Assessment test in the same pattern as that of the main examination (Average of 3 Tests):20marks.

SCHEME OF EXAMINATION:
o Course to be evaluated for 100 marks, irrespective of its Credits.
o One question from each module

INSTRUCTION FOR FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (l7ME6l) EXAMINATION
o The total duration is 3 hours.

o Draw free hand sketch if required neatly.

3- Page 3
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Unit
No.

Lecture
No.

Content ofLecture Vo of
Portion

I

I
Introduction to Finite Element Method : General description of the finite
element method. Engineering applications of finite element method.

20

) Boundary conditions: homogeneous and Non homogeneous for structural,
heat transfer and fluid flow problems.

J.
Potential energy method, Rayleigh Ritz method, Galerkin's method,
Displacement method of finite element formulation

4.
Convergence criteria, Discretization process, Types of elements: 1D, 2D
and3D Node numbering,

5. Location of nodes. Strain displacement relations,

6.
Stress strain relations, Plain stress and Plain strain conditions, temperature
effects

7. Interpolation models: Simplex, complex and multiplex elements.
8. Linear interpolation
9. Polynomials in terms of global coordinates
10. lD, 2D, 3D Simplex Elements.

2

ll One-Dimensional Elements-Analysis of Bars and Trusses,
Linear interpolation polynomials in terms of local coordinate's for 1D

20

t2. 2D elements, Higher order interpolation functions for

13.
lD quadratic and cubic elements in natural coordinates, Constant strain
triangle

14.
Four-Nodded Tetrahedral Element (TET 4) , EighGNodded Hexahedral
Element (HEXA 8),

15. 2DIso parametric element, Lagrange interpolation functions,

16.
Numerical integration: Gaussian quadrature one point, two point formulae,
2D integrals

17. Force terms: Body force, traction force and point loads,

18.
Numerical Problems: Solution for displacement, stress and strain in lD
straisht bars.

19.
stepped bars and tapered bars using elimination approach and penalty
approach.

20. Analysis of trusses

J

21.
Beams and Shafts: Boundary conditions, Load vector, Hermite shape

functions,

20

22. Beam stiffness matrix based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory,
23. Examples on cantilever beams,
24. propped cantilever beams,

25.
Numerical problems on simply supported, fixed straight and

26. stepped beams using direct stiffness method with concentrated and

27. uniformly distributed
28. Torsion of Shafts: Finite element formulation of shafts,

29. Determination of stress and

20
30. twists in circular shafts.

4
31. Heat Transfer: Basic equations of heat transfer:
32. Energy balance equation,

+Page4
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33. Rate equation: cqnduct on, convection, radiation,
34. energy generated in sol d,
35. energy stored in solid,
36. 1D finite element formulation using variational method
37. Problems with temperature gradient and
38. Heat fluxes
39. heat transfer in composite sections,
40. straight fins.

5

41.
Axi-symmetric Solid Elements: Derivation of stiffness matrix of
axisymmetric bodies with

20

42. triangular elements

43.
Numerical solution of axisymmetric triangular element(s) subjected to point
loads.

44. Angular velocity, Pressure Vessels
45. Dynamic Considerations: Formulation for point mass and distributed masses
46. Consistent element mass matrix of one dimensional bar element,
47. truss element, axisymmetric triangular element, beam element

48.
Lumped mass matrix of bar element, Truss element, evaluation of eigen
values and eigen vectors

49. Application to bars, stepped bars and
50. beams

st.
No.

Title Outcome expected: students able to
Allied
study

Week
No.

Individual
/ Group
activity

Reference

book/web
site

lPaner
I Assignment 1:

Questions on
Introduction to FEM

Understand the concepts behind formulatior
methods in FEM and Choose interpolatior
polynomial equation for simplex elements

Module I 2
Individual
Activity.

Text
Books

2 Assignment 2:

Questions on Analysis
ofbars. trusses

Develop element characteristic equation anc

solve the global equation of FEA elements sucl
as bars and trusses.

Module I 4
Individual
Activity.

Text
Books

3 Assignment 3:

Questions on Beams
and Shafts

Develop element characteristic equation an<

solve the global equation of FEA for beams an<

circular shafts

Module
ru 6

Individual
Activity..

Text
Books

4 Assignment 4:

Questions on heat
transfer

Develop element characteristic equation 'anr

solve the global equation of FEA for lD hea
transfer

Module
IV 8

Individual
Activity.

Text
Books

5 Assignment 5:

Questions on Axi-
symmetric Solid
Elements, Dynamic
Considerations

Develop element characteristic equation an<

solve the global equation of FEA for ax
symmetric and dynamic problems

Module
V l0 Individual

Activity.
Text

Books

E
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Module - I
1. Write the equilibrium equations in elasticity subjected to body force
2. Write the equilibrium equations in elasticity subjected to traction force
3. Write the stress strain relations for plane stresses and plane strains
4. Write the General description of Finite Element Method
5. Write the Engineering applications of finite element methods
6. Explain different types of elements
7. Explain size of the elements, location of nodes, node numbering scheme
8. Write the Polynomial form of interpolation functions-of linear, quadratic and cubic, Simplex, Complex,

Multiplex elements.
9. Explain the Selection of the order of the interpolation polynomial,
10. What is meant by Convergence requirements,
11. What is 2D Pascal triangle
12. Derive an expression for Euler's Lagrange's equations ofbar
13. Derive an expression for Euler's Lagrange's equations ofbeam
14. Derive an expression for Principal of a minimum potential energy,
15. What is meant by principle of virtual work?
16. Explain Rayleigh-Ritz.
17. Derive an expression for Stiffness matrix of bar element by direct method.

Module - 2
l. Write the Linear interpolation polynomials in terms of global coordinates of bar. triangular (2D simplex)

elements
2. What is CST element?
3. What is B matrices, Jacobin, Jacobin of 2D triangular element, quad lateral Jacobin of 2D triangular element,

quad lateral Consistent load vector
4. What is Higher Order and Isoparametric Elements.
5. Explain the Lagrangian interpolation, Higher order one dimensional elements- quadratic Cubic element their

shape functions.
6. Write the Shape functions of lD quadratic element in natural coordinates
7. Write the shape functions of lD cubic element shape
8. Write plane trusses by direct stiffrress,
9. Explain Solution for displacements reactions.
10. Find the reactions and stresses by using elimination approach
I l. Explain penalty approach
12. Using the penalty approach, determine the nodal displacements, stresses and reaction solutions of the axially

loaded bar shown in the following Fig. Take 8,,".1 : 200 GPa, Eal : 70 GPa, A,1..1 : 16 mm2, Aa; 24 mm2 .

13. Determine the nodal displacements, stresses induced in a stepped bar shown in the following Fig. subjected to
thermal loads. Take Ert""l: 200 GPa, E4= 72 GPa, ,4,L"1 : 1000 mm2, A61 = 500 mm2, o.t""r = I l.7xl}-6 loC,
oa1= 23x10-6 / oC, AT:600.

14. Obtain the displacement at node 2 and stresses in the circular solid stepped bar as shown in figure. Take El :
70 GPa, E2 : 200 GPa for the element I and 2 respectively.

,6---"- Page 6
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15.

16.
Write the properties of shape functions, Truss element.
Determine the nodal displacement in the truss segments subjected to concentrated load as shown
Take E:70 GPa, A:0.01 m2.

in Figure.

17. Obtain the displacement at_node l, and stresses induced in each member of the truss shown in figure. Take E
:70 GPa and A:200 mm2.

18. For the two member truss shown in figure, determine nodal displacements and stresses in each member. Take
E: 70 GPa and A = 100 mm2.

t9.

Module - 3
l. Write the Shape function of beam element.
2. Write the Hermite shape function of beam element

3. For the beam shown in the figure, determine the displacement at the centre node. Take E:210 GPa, b:0.2 m

and h:0.4 m.

20 kNrn

4. Analyse the beam shown in figure, by finite element method and determine the end reactions. Also determine the

deflections at mid span of every element. Take E :2xl0s N/mm2 and I = 5x106 mma.

7

12 kN

PageT
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24 kN/m

5. Determine the maximum deflection and internal loads in the uniform cross-section of the cantilever beam as
shownintheFig.3.Ifthebeamistreatedasasinglefiniteelement.TakeE:70xlOeN/m2,I:4x10{ma.

100 kNI

6. Explain Finite element formulation of shafts
Module -4

L Problems related to beam, heat transfer lD problems, and convection.
2, Discuss the finite element formulation of circular fin with conduction-convection boundary condition.

3. For the brick wall shown in Fig. 2, the inner surface temperature is 280C and the outer surface is exposed to cold
air at -150C. Determine the temperature distribution in sieady state, within the wall, by considering 2 elements.
What is the heat flux through the wall?

K'

L

K t(, !lt
h r 2ac

1000
-sb

|,i,.,(l.7 w/!)r (.

Fig.l Fig.2
Determine the temperature distribution through the composite wall as shown in figure when convection heat loss
occurs on the right surface. Assume a unit cross-sectional area.

I(l:6WrnC l{2:20

T:2Ob,

O06m O.O2 m

Module -5
L What is axisymmetric element? Where do you use?

2. Derive stiffrress maffix of axisymmetric triangular element.

3. Derive the stiffness matrix, consistent mass matrix and lumped matrix for lD bar element

Wrn'C

gPage 8
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Subiect Title COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING
t7ME62 CIA Marks 40

No of Lecture Hrs + Practical Hrs / Week 04 Exam Marks 60
Total No of Lecture + Practical Hrs 50 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS - 04

F'ACULTY DETAILS:
\ame:Prof.MSFutane lDesignation: Asst. Professor lExperience: l6Years
\o. of times course taught: l1 Times lSpecialization: Computer Integrated Manufacturing
\ame: Prof. M A Hipparagi lDesignation: Asst. Professor lExperience: I I Years

\o. of times course taught:04 lSpecialization : Production Technology

Sl. No Branch Semester

I Common to all I/II Elements of Mechanical Enee

2 Mechanical Engineering III/IV MCW, MCF

a

a

a

To impart knowledge of CIM and Automation and different concepts of automation by developing mathematical

models.
To make students to understand the Computer Applications in Design and Manufacturing [CAD / CAM) leading to
Computer integrated systems. Enable them to perform various transformations of entities on display devices.

To expose students to automated flow lines, assembly lines, Line Balancing Techniques, and Flexible
Manufacturing Systems.

To expose students to computer aided process planning, material requirement planning, capacity planning etc.

To expose the students to CNC Machine Tools, CNC part programming, and industrial robots.

To inhoduce the students to concepts of Additive Manufacturing, Internet of Things, and Industry 4.0 leading to

Smart Factory.

q

Having successfully completed this course, the student will be able to

Course Outcome
Cognitive
Level

POs

co1

Define Automation, CIM, CAD, CAM and explain the differences between these

toncepts. And Explain the basics of automated manufacturing industries througt
nathematical models arrd arnlyze different types of automated flow lines

Ll,L2
lo1,Po6, POl0,
lol l, Pol2

co2
iolve simple problems of transformations of entities on computer screen and

Jategorize CAPP, MRP, PPC and CRP in Manufacturing system Ll,L2,L3
to2,Po5, POl0,
)o12

co3
Jnderstand the overall FMS and Solve the manual assembly line balancing

:roblem L2,L3
)ol,Po2,Po3,
)o5, POl l,
>ol2

c04

3xplain the use of different computer applications in manufacturing, and prepar(

lart programs for simple jobs on CNC machine tools and robot programming.
L2,L3

)ol,Po2,Po3,
)o5, POl0,
toll, Pol2

c05

Visualize and appreciate the modern hends in Manufacturing like additive

nanufacturing, Industry 4.0 and applications of Internet of Things leading to Smarl

Vlanufacturing
LI,L2

)ol,Po2,Po3,
)o5, POl0,
toll, Pol2

Total Hours of instruction 50

Page 1
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Module - 1

1. Introduction to CIM and Automation:
Automation in Production Systems, automated manufacturing systems- types of automation, reasons for automating,
Computer Integrated Manufacturing, computerized elements of a CIM system, CAD/CAM and CIM. Mathematical models
and matrices: production rate, production capacity, utilization and availability, manufacturing lead time, work-in- process,
numerical problems. 5 Hours
2. Automated Production Lines and Assembly Systems: Fundamentals, system configurations, applications, automated
flow lines, buffer storage, control of production line, analysis of transfer lines, analysis of flow lines without storage,
partial automation, analysis of automated flow lines with storage buffer, fundamentals of automated assembly systems,
numerical problems. 5 Hours

Module - 2
3. CAD and Computer Graphics Software: The design process, applications of computers in design, software
configuration, functions of graphics package, constructing the geometry. Transformations: 2D transformations, translation,
rotation and scaling, homogeneous transformation matrix, concatenation, numerical problems on transformations.
5 Hours
4. Computerized Manufacture Planning and Control System: Computer Aided Process Planning, Retrieval and

Generative Systems, benefits of CAPP, Production Planning and Control Systems, typical activities of PPC System,
computer integrated production management system, Material Requirement Planning, inputs to MRP system, working of
MRP, outputs and benefits, Capacity Planning, Computer Aided Quality Control, Shop floor control. 5 Hours

Module - 3
5. Flexible Manufacturing Systems: Fundamentals of Group Technology and Flexible Manufacturing Systems, types of
FMS, FMS components, Material handling and storage system, applications, benefits, computer control systems, FMS
planning and design issues, Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems, AS/RS and Automatic parts identification systems

and data capture. 5 Hours
6. Line Balancing: Line balancing algorithms, methods of line balancing, numerical problems on largest candidate rule,
Kilbridge and Wester method, and Ranked Positional Weights method, Mixed Model line balancing, computerized line
balancing methods. 5 Hours

Module - 4.

7. Computer Numerical Control: Introduction, components of CNC, CNC programming, manual part programming, G

Codes, M Codes, programming of simple components in turning, drilling and milling systems, programming with canned

cycles. Cutter radius compensations. 5 Hours
8. Robot Technology: Robot anatomy, joints and links, common robot configurations, robot control systems, accuracy and

repeatability, end effectors, sensors in robotics.Robot programming methods: on-line and off-line methods.Robot industrial

applications: material handling, processing and assembly and inspection.S Hours

Module - 5
9. Additive Manufacturing Systems: Basic principles of additive manufacturing, slicing CAD models for AM, advantages

and limitations of AM technologies, Additive manufacturing processes: Photo polymerization, material jetting, binder
jetting, material extrusion, Powder bed sintering techniques, sheet lamination, direct energy deposition techniques,

applications of AM. Recent trends in manufacturing, Hybrid manufacturing. 5 Hours
10. Future of Automated Factory: Industry 4.0, functions, applications and benefits. Components of Industry 4.0, Internet

of Things (IOT), IOT applications in manufacturing, Big-Data and Cloud Computing for IOT, IOT for smart manufacturing,

influenci of IOT on predictive maintenance, industrial automation, supply chain optimization, supply-chain & logistics,

cyber-physical manufacturing systems. 5 Hours

Semester Subiect Topics / Relevance

0l V Additive Manufacturing all

02 vm Proiect Work Implementation of Mechanisms,automation

Page} 16
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SL. No Real World Mapping
01 Industrial design & mechanisms of various components
02 Various setups for analysis
03 Development of a software applications

Sl. No Deliverv Tvne Details
0l Tutorial Topic: Automated Transfer lines and Assembly system

Text Books
l. Automation, Production Systems and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing, by Mikell
P Groover, 4th Edition, 2015, Pearson Learning.
2. CAD I CAINI{ Principles and Applications by P N Rao, 3rd Edition, 2015,Tata
McGraw-Hill.
3. CAD/CAIWCIM, Dr. P. Radhakrishnan,3rd edition, New Age International

Publishers, New Delhi.

Reference Books
l. "CAD/CAM" by Ibrahim Zeid,Tata McGraw Hill.
2. "Principles of Computer Integrated Manufacturing", S.Kant Vajpayee, 1999, Prentice Hall of India, New Delhi.
3. "Work Systems And The Methods, Measurement And Management of Work", Groover M. P.,Pearson/Prentice Hall,
Upper Saddle River, NJ, 2007.
4. "Computer Automation in Manufacturing", Boucher, T. O., Chapman & Hall, London, UK, 1996.

5. "Introduction to Robotics: Mechanics And Control", Craig, J. J., 2nd Ed., Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,
Readong, MA, 1989.
6. Internet of Things (IoT): Digitize or Die: Transform your organization. Embrace the digital evolution. Rise above the
competition, by Nicolas Windpassinger, Amazon.
7. "Internet of Things: A Hands-on Approach", by Arshdeep Bahga and Vijay Madisetti (Universities Press)

8. Additive Manufacturing Technologies: Rapid Prototyping to Direct Digital Manufacturing,2ndEd. (2015), Ian Gibson,
David W. Rosen, Brent Stucker

9. "Understanding Additive Manufacturing", Andreas Gebhardt, Hanser Publishers, 2011

10. lndustrv 4.0: The lndustrial lnternet of Things, Apress, 20L7, by Alasdair Gilchrist

Additional Study material & e-Books
l.Nptel.ac.in
2.VTU, E- leaming

Website and Contents References
I .http ://www.nptel. ac. in
2. www j oumals.elsevier.com

3.www.youtube.com
4. https ://www.researchgate.net/j ournal

inlbooks?isbn

tl
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Magazines/Journals website

I
Robotics and Computer-Integrated
Manufacturing - ScienceDirect.com

www. s cienc e dire ct. c om/ s c i enc e/j ourrral I 07 36 5 8 4 5

2
Manufacturing, Modelling,
Management and Control 2004

https ://books. google. co.inlbooks?isbn:0080 445 624

J
International Journal of Computer
Integrated Manufacturing

www.tandfonline. com/toc/tcim20

4
Computer Integrated Man ufacturing manufacturingsc ien ce. asmeaigitalcolGction..asrne, org

Internal Assessment: 40 Marks
Theoretical aspects as well as relevant sketches should be drawn neatly for questions asked in Internal Assessments

Scheme of Evaluation for Internal Assessment
Intemal Assessment test in the same pattern as that ofthe main examination :40marks.

SCHEME OFEXAMINATION:
There are five modules two questions from each module
Student has to answer any five question choosing at least one questions from each module.
Max. Marks: l00Marks

tLPage 4
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I

Introduction to CIM and Automation & Automated Production Lines and Assembly
Systems

20

I Automation definition, advantages of automation, types of automation.

2 Levels of Automation, Automation strategies.

J CIM processing in manufacturing.

4 Mathematical Models- Cl Production rate, Production capaciry MLI,,WIB & TIp ratio

5 Problems using mathematical models

6 Introduction, Automated flow line, objectives

7 Flow line configurations, work part transport methods

8 Work part transfer mechanisms

9 Need for buffer storage, Automation for machining

l0 Quality,Automation for machining operation

a

CAD and Computer Graphics Software & Computerized Manufacture Planning and
Control System

20

I The design process.

2 software configuration, functions of graphics package

J Transformati on s : 2D transformations, tran slation, rotation and scaling
4 homogeneous transformation matrix, concatenation
5 numerical problems on transformations
6 Velocity Analysis by Instantaneous Center Method: Definition, Kennedy's theorem,
7 Introduction, CAPP, Retrieval CAPP

8 Generative CAPP, Advantages/Benefits of CAPP,MRP concepts & Terminology

9 Stricture/Flow chart of MRP, Inputs to MRP

20 MRP system output, BOM, Parameters in MRP system

3

Flexible Manufacturing Systems & Line Balancinq

20

2t Fundamentals of Group Technology and Flexible Manufacturins Systems
22 types of FMS, FMS components, Material handling and storage system,
23 FMS planning and design issues

24 Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems, AS/RS
25 Automatic Darts identification systems and data capture
26 Line balancing algorithms
27 Different terms involved inAssembly line balancing problem: Precedence diagram, Balance delay, Balance efficiency

28 Assembly line balancing by largest candidate rule method

29 Assembly line balancing by Kilbridge & Westers method

30 Assembly line balancing by Ranked positional weight method, computerized line balancing

4

Computer Numerical Control & Robot Technolosy

20

31 NC terminology, Basic components ofNC system

32 NC coordinate systems. NC motion control systems,

33 Applications of NC system, Advantages & Limitations of NC systems

34 CNC, need for CNC, different functions of CNC system, Advantages of CNC systems. CNC Machining centres steps
in CNC programming.

35 Different codes used in the development of NC part programming. The fundamental steps involved in the development
of milling part program.

36 Basic Robot motions

37 Technical features ofRobots, Power supply or drive systems for robots

38 End effectors, Work cell control

39 Robot programming, Robot programming languages

40 Robot Applications ,Application areas for Robots

5

Additive Manufacturing Systems & Future of Automated Factory

20

4t Basic principles of additive manufacturing, slicing CAD models for AM, advantages and
limitations of AM technologies,

42 Additive manufacturing processes: Photo polymerization, material jetting, binder
iettine.
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43 material extrusion, Powder bed sintering techniques, sheet lamination,
44 direct energy deposition techniques, applications ofAM.
45 Recent trends in manufacturing, Hybrid manufacturing
46 Industry 4.0, functions, applications and benefits
47 Components of Industry 4.0, Internet of Things (IOT), IOT applications in manufacturing.
48 Big-Data and Cloud Computing for IOI IOT for smart manufacturing,
49 influence of IOT on predictive maintenance, industrial automation,
50 supply chain optimization, supply-chain & logistics, cyber-physical manufacturinq system

Title Outcome expected:
students able to

AIlied
study

Week
No.

Individual / Group
activity

Reference:
book/website

/Paoer
I Assignment -l:

Questions on Introduction to
CIM and Automation &
Automated Production Lines and
Assembly Systems

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university
questions.

()

!o
z

2 Individual Activity. Books or
Website of
the
Reference
list

2 Assignment-2:

Questions on CAD and Computer
Graphics Software &
Computerized Manufacture
Planning and Control System

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university
questions.

c-.1

()
J.C,
o

4 Individual Activity. Books or
Website of
the
Reference
list

.) Assignment-3:

Questions on Flexible
Manufacturing Systems & Line
Balancing

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university
questions.

o

z

6 Individual Activity. Books or
Website of
the
Reference
list

4 Assignment-4:

Questions on Computer
Numerical Control & Robot
Technology

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university
questions.

$
o

2

8 Individual Activity. Books or
Website of
the
Reference
list

5 Assignment-5:

Questions on Additive
Manufacturing Systems & Future
of Automated Factory

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university
questions.

(.)

aE
o
z

8 Individual Activity. Books or
Website of
the
Reference
list

MODULE-I:
l) Define Automation.
2) What are the benefits ofAutomation?
3) Differentiate between FixedAutomation & Programmable Automation.
4) Explain Flexible Automation, write down its applications.
5) Explain the different levels ofAutomation.
6) Briefly explain the Automation strategies.
7) Write a note onAutomation approach.
8) In manufacturing activity how the cycle time is calculated?
9) Explain in detail production rate & batch processing time with mathematical equations
l0) Explanation Production capacity with mathematical equations
I l) With a neat diagram explain the Information processing in Manufacturing.
12) The average part produced in a certain batch manufacturing plant must be processed through an average six machines. 20
new batches are launched each week. Average operation time is 6 min, average set-up time is 5 h, average batch size is 25
parts, and ayerage non-operation time per batch is l0 h/machine. There are 18 machines in the plant. The plant operates an
average of 70 production hours per week. Scarp rate is negligible. Determine:

t+Page 6
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a)Manufacturing lead time for an average part. b) Production rate c) Plant capacity d) Plant utilization e)WIP f)WIP ratio
g)TIP ratio
13) A certain part is produced in the batch size of 100 units. The batch must be routed through 5 operations to complete the
proceeding of the plant. Average setup time is 3hrs per operation &avg operation time is 6mins. Avg. non-operation time due
to handling, delays, inspections etc is Thrs for each operation. Determine how many days it will take to complete the batch,
assuming the plant runs one 8hrs shift per day.
14) An average 20 new orders are started each month in a factory. On an avg. an order consist of 50 parts to be processed
through l0 m/cs. Avg. Operation time is l5min,avg setup time is 4hrs, average non operation time per order is Shr per m/c.
There are 25 mlc in the plant.8O% of which are operational at any time (20%o in repair) the plant operates an average of 160
production hrs per month. However the plant manager complaints that a total of 100 over time m/c hrs must be authorized
each month in order to keep up with the production schedule. Determine MLT for an average order, PC & why overtime is
authorized, U, average level of WIP, the operation time per m/c for each part:l5min.
15) Explain the following terms related to manufacturing: i) WIP & TIP ratio, ii) Production rate & MUI, iiD Utilization &
Availability.
16) Define cycle time, draw the sketch showing all the details, write down the mathematical equation to calculate the cycle
time
l7) How line efficiency of a flow line is calculated?
l8) What is meant by cost per piece & production rate
19) Explain Upper bound approach in detail
20) Explain Lower bound approach in detail
2l) A machine tool builder submits a proposal for a20 station transfer line to machine a certain component produced by
conventional methods. The proposal starts that the line will operates at a production rate of 50 pieces per hour at 100%o

efficiency. On similar transfer lines, the probability of station break downs per cycle is equal for all stations & p=.005
breakdowns/ cycle. It is also estimated that average down time per line stop will be 8 min. The starting casting that is
machined on the line costs $3 per part. The line operates of $75 per hour. The 20 cutting tools (one tool per station) last foe
50 parts each,& the average cost per tool $2 per cutting edge. Based on this data, compute i)production rate ii)line efftciency
& iii)cost per unit piece produced
22)What is meant by blocking or starving in the flow line
23) A l0 station automated flow line has 2 stages of 5 stations each. The ideal cycle time of each stage is I .5min. The average

constant down time is l0min. 7 all the stations have the same probability of stopping, which is 0.005.Determine i) Iine

efficiency ii)production rates with buffer storage capacity of a)b:0 b)b: tr iiDb:sO.
A 20 station transfer flow line is divided into 2 stages of l0 stations each. The ideal cycle of each stage is Tc:1.2 min. All of
stations in the line have the same probability of stopping, p:0.005.We assume the down time is constant when a break down
occurs, Td:8 min. Compute the line effrciency for the following buffer capacities I )b:o ii)b: tr iiD b:10 iv) b:100.
24) Using the lower bound approach analyze the transfer lines with & without storage cases.

25) With suitable assumptions, determine the line performance for the single & three stages cases.

Station P Station P,

I 0.01 9 0.03

2 0.02 0 0.01

J 0.01 I 0.02

4 0.03 2 0.02

5 0.02 3 0.02

6 0.04 4 0.01

7 0.01 5 0.03

8 0.01 6 0.01

26) Give the reasons for the down time, on an automated production line.
27) Discuss the limits of storage buffer effectiveness.
28) Discuss the striving & blocking of stations with respect to automated flow lines.

29) Compare on the basis of cosU unit & suggest whether the performance of l0 stations transfer line having 6 automated &
4 manual stations with an automated station. Cost for the existing line: i) C*: Rs 0.5/ unit, ii) T": 30 seconds, iii) C": Rs

0.15/ minute, iv) Rs 0.10/ minute, v) Cut: Rs 0.10/ minute & vi) Ct= Rs 0.08/ minute.

30) What is the purpose of buffer storage? Mention 2 exteme cases of buffer effectiveness automated flow lines.

3l) What are the 2 reasons for partial automation? Analyze the performance of partial automation along the suitable

assumptions.
32) Differentiate between upper bound & lower bound approach.

IJPageT
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MODULE.2:
1) Explain in detail functions of graphics package
2) What is 2D transformations? Explain the procedure of translation, rotation and scaling
3) What is homogeneous transformation matrix
4) What is CAPP? Explain briefly.
5) Explain Retrieval CAPP with a neat sketch.
6) Explain Generative CAPP with a neat sketch.
7) Write down the advantages/Benefits of CAPP.
8) What is MRP? Explain briefly.
9) Explain the important terminology used in MRP.
l0) Explain with a neat sketch Flow chart of MRP system.
ll) Explain the main inputs to MRP.
12) Sketch the typical MRP report & explain its imporlant uses.
13) What is BOM.
14) Explain Intended BOM with a block diagram.
l5) List the parameters of BOM & explain Calculation of demand with an example.
16) What is capacity Requirements Planning, How Rated capacrty is calculated?
17) Explain brifly Long Range Decisions.
l8) Draw the flow chart showing the details of CRP system.
19) Write a note on Infinite & Finite Loading.
20) A work centre operates 6 days a week on a 2-shift per day basis with each shift of 8 hrs.It has 5 machines of same

capacity. If machines utilized 80Yo of the time of a system efficiency of 95%o, determine the rated capacity in
standard hrs/week.

MODULE.3:

l) Explain the Fundamentals of Group Technology and Flexible Manufacturing Systems
2) Explain in detailtypes of FMS & FMS components
3) What is Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems( AS/RS ),explain.
4) Explain the procedure of Automatic parts identification systems and data capture
5) Define the following with mathematical equations i) Total work content time ii) Work station process time iii) Cycle

time iv) line efficiency) Precedence constrains vi) Precedence diagram vii) Balance delay
6) Explain the methods with different steps involved in the Assembly line balancing.
7) Example with an example any one method of line balancing.
8) Write a note on computerized line balancing.
9) Explain the reasons for partially automating the production line.
l0) The table below shows precedence relations & element time for a new part, Ideal cycle time is l0 seconds.

Construct the precedence diagram, using all methods, compute the balance delay & line effrciency.

Element No. Predecessors
Element

Time (sec) Element No. Predecessors
Element

Time (sec)

I 5 7 6 2
2 I J 8 7 6

J 2 4 9 6 I
4 I ., 10 6 4

5 4 6 ll l0 4
6 3,5 5 t2 8.9.1I 7

1l) Explain with mathematical expression the different terms in line balancing.

MODTJLE-4:

l) Draw the block diagram showing the basic components of NC system & explain each in detail.
2) Sketch& explain NC coordinate system for drilling & milling.
3) Sketch & explain NC coordinate system for turning.
4) Explain fixed zero & floating zero method.
5) Explain Absolute coordinate system with a sketch.
6) What is NC motion control systems & explain contouring system with a neat sketch.
7) List the differentApplications of NC system.
8) What are the advantages & limitations of NC system?
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9) What is CNC
l0) what are the different functions of cNC system & explain Diagnostics in detail.
1l) Explain vertical machining cenffe (VMC) with a neat sketch.
12) With a block diagram explain the steps involved in part programming.
l3) What is word address format, briefly explain it
14) Write down the different G & M codes with their function.
l5) What is canned cycle explain it with an appropriate example.
l6) Define an industrial Robot.
17) Sketch& explain the physical configurations of Robot.
18) What is degree of freedom, sketch& explain showing the degrees of freedom of robot.
19) Explain point to point method.
20) Explain continuous path method.
21) Show the different joints in Robot.
22) What is degree of freedom, sketch& explain showing the degrees of freedom of robot.
23) Explain point to point method .

24) Explain continuous path method.
25) Show the different joints in Robot.
25) Explain the function to be performed by the work cell controller of an industrial robot.
27) Explain the basic power sources or drive system of an industrial Robot
28) List the important types of sensors used in robot. Explain each in detail.
29)Explain briefly what End effector is, sketch & explain the different types of grippers.
30) Explain briefly Robot programming.
31) List the various Robot programming methods.
32) Explain briefly Walkthrough method.
33) Write down commonly used monitor commands.
34) Write in brief about lead through & offline programming used in Robots.
35) Briefly explain General applications of an industrial robot.
36) List the different industrial applications of an industrial Robot & explain any 4 applications briefly

MODULE-5:

What is the Basic principles of additive manufacturing
List the advantages and limitations of AM technologies
Explain the process of Photo polymerization, material jetting
Explain the process of Powder bed sintering techniques, sheet lamination
Explain the process ofbinderjetting & direct energy deposition technique
What is Industry 4.0? Explain its functions.
List the applications and benefits of Industry 4.0 .

Explain the Components of Industry 4.0.
What is Internet of Things (IOT),
List the IOT applications in manufacturing,
What is Big-Data and Cloud Computing for IOT,
Explain in detail the IOT for smart manufacturing,
What are the influences of IOT on predictive maintenance,
What is industrial automation?
What is supply chain management ? optimize it.
Write a short note on supply-chain & logistics.
What is cyber-physical manufacturing systems

1)

2l
3)
4)
s)
6)
7)
8)
e)
10)
1l)
t2)
l3)
l4)
1s)
16)
t7)

t7

Examination S+ S B c D E %o Passing

July 2019 00 03 08 t6 l8 l6 4 100

Julv 2018 0l 0l 07 t4 2t ll J 98.72
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Subject Title HEAT TRANSFER
Subject Code 17ME63 IA Marks 40

Number of Lecture Hrs / Week 03+02 Exam Marks 60

Total Number of Lecture Hrs 50 Exam Hours 03

ACULTY DETAILS:

of times course taught: 10 ization: Thermal Power E

me: Dr. S. A. Alur
of times course taueht:15 lization: Thermal Power E

Sl. No Branch Semester Subiect

0l Mechanical Enqineerins UIIIIruIY Engg. Mathematics

02 Mechanical Engineering III Basic thermodl.namics

03 Mechanical Engineering IV Applied thermodvnamics

04 Mechanical Engineering ry Fluid mechanics

1. Study the modes of heat transfer.
2. Learn how to formulate and solve l-D steady and unsteady heat conduction problems.
3. Apply empirical correlations for fully-developed laminar, turbulent internal flows and external

boundary layer convective flow problems.
4. Study the basic principles of heat exchanger analysis and thermal design.

5. Understand the principles of boiling and condensation including radiation heat transfer related

engineering problems.

tq

Course Outcome
Cognitive

Level
POs

c319.1 Understand the basic modes of heat transfer and determint

lemperature distribution in steady-state heat conduction.

L2 1,2,3

319.2: Understand and interpret heat transfer through extended surfaces and

londuct the heat transfer analysis of unsteady-state heat conduction.

L2,L3 1,2,3,4

?319.3: lnterpret and compute forced and free convective heat transfer. L3,L4 1,2,3

1319.4: Explain the principles of radiation heat transfer and understand the

numerical formula for heat conduction problems.

L3,L4 1,2,3

1319.5: Desisn heat exchansers using LMTD and NTU methods. L3,L4 1,2,3,

Total Hours of instruction 50

Pag" 
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Module - I
Introductory concepts and definitions: Modes of heat transfer: Basic laws governing conduction,
convection, and radiation heat transfer; Thermal conductivity; convective heat transfer coefhcient;
radiation heat transfer combined heat transfer mechanism, Types of boundary conditions. General
Heat Conduction Equation: Derivation of the equation in (i) Cartesian, (ii) Polar and (iii) Spherical
Co-ordinate Systems. Steady-state one-dimensional heat conduction problems in Cartesian System:
Steady-state one-dimensional heat conduction problems (i) with and without heat generation and (ii)
with and without varying thermal conductivity - in Cartesian system with various possible boundary
conditions, Thermal Resistances in Series and in Parallel.
Module - II
Critical Thickness of Insulation: Concept, Derivation, Extended Surfaces or Fins: Classification,
Straight Rectangular and Circular Fins, Temperature Distribution and Heat Transfer Calculations, Fin
Efficiency and Effectiveness, Applications
Transient [Unsteady-state] heat conduction: Definition, Different cases - Negligible internal thermal
resistance, negligible surface resistance, comparable internal thermal and surface resistance, Lumped
body, Numerical Problems, Heisler and Grober charts. Introduction to Numerical analysis of Heat
conduction
Module - III
Forced Convection: Boundary Layer Theory, Velocity and Thermal Boundary Layers, Prandtl
number, Governing Equations - Continuity, Navier- Stokes and Energy equations, Boundary layer
assumptions, Integral and Analytical solutions to above equations, Turbulent flow, Various empirical
Solutions, forced convection flow over cylinders and spheres, internal flows -laminar and turbulent
flow solutions, Forced Convection Cooling of Electronic Devices.
Free convection: Laminar and Turbulent flows, Vertical Plates, Vertical Tubes and Horizontal Tubes,

Empirical solutions.
Module - IV
Thermal Radiation: Fundamental principles - Gray, White, Opaque, Transparent and Black bodies,

Spectral emissive power, Wien's, Rayleigh-Jeans' and Planck's laws, Hemispherical Emissive Power,

Stefan-Boltzmann law for the total emissive power of a black body, Emissivity and Kirchhoff s Laws,

View factor, Net radiation exchange in a two-body enclosure, Typical examples for these enclosures,

Radiation Shield.
Module - V
Heat Exchangers: Definition, Classification, applications, LMTD method, Effectiveness - NTU
method, Analytical Methods, Fouling Factors, Chart Solution Procedures for solving Heat Exchanger

problems: Correction Factor Charts and Effectiveness-NTU Charts, compact heat exchangers.

Heat Transfer with Phase Change: Introduction to boiling, pool boiling, Bubble Growth Mechanisms,

Nucleate Pool Boiling, Critical Heat Flux in Nucleate Pool Boiling, Pool Film Boiling, Critical Heat

Flux, Heat Transfer beyond the Critical Point, filmwise and dropwise Condensation, heat pipes,

entrainment, wicking and boiling limitations.

Pag"2
20

sl
No

Semester Subject Topics

0l VII Hvdraulics and Dneumatics Heat transfer in fluids

02 VIII Power plant engingg4ing Desien of heat transfer equipments

5.0
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SL.No Real World Mappins
0l Solar radiation, Food Cooking
02 Radiators, Heat exchangers

03 Boilers, Condensers

Text Books

l.Principals of heat transfer,FrankKreith, Raj M. Manglik, Mark S. Bohn, Seventh Edition, Cengage

learning, 2011.
2. Yunus A. Cengel - Heat transfer, a practical approach, Fifth edition,Tata Mc Graw Hill.
3. J P Holman, Souvik Bhattacharyya, lOtrEdition, McGraw Hill Education Private Ltd.
Reference Books

r. Heat and mass transfer, Kurt C, Rolle, second edition, Cengage learning.

2.HeatTransfer, M. NecatiOzisik, A Basic Approach, McGraw Hill, New York, 2005.

3. Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer, Incropera, F. P. and De Witt, D. P., 5th Edition, John

Wiley and Sons, New York,2006.
4. Heat Transfer, Holman, J. P., 9th Edition, Tata McG
Additional Study material & e-Books

1. A Text book of Heat Transfer, John H Lienhard,4th Edition,
2. NPTEL Heat Transfer course for Mechanical Engineering,http://nptel.ac.in/courseslll2l0l097/
3. Heat Transfer, Chris Long & Naser Sayma, Bookboon.com

w and Internet Contents References

t.
2.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lleat transfer

nptel.ac.in/courses/ I 121041r | 6I

Sl.No Magazines/Journ4!q website

I International Joumal of Heat

transfer

https : //www j ournals. elsevier. com/international -j ournal-of-heat-and-
mass-transfer/

2 International Journal of
Thermodynamics

http ://dergipark.ulakbim. gov. tr /eo guij V

Internal Assessment: 40 Marks
Theoretical aspects as well as relevant sketches should be drawn neatly for questions asked in Internal Assessments

Scheme of Evaluation for Internal Assessment

Intemal Assessment test in the same pattern as that of the main examination (Better of the two Tests):40marks'

SCIIEME OF EXAMINATION:
There are five modules two questions from each module student has to answer any five question choosing at least one

questions from each module.

Page 
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Max. Marks: 60 Marks

Modul
e No.

Lecture
No. Content of Lecture Yo of

Portion

I

I
Introductory concepts and definitions: Modes of heat transfer: Basic
laws governing conduction, convection, and radiation heat transfer:

20

2
Thermal conductivity; convective heat transfer coeffi cient; radiation
heat transfer

3 Combined heat transfer mechanism, Types of boundary conditions.

4
General Heat Conduction Equation: Derivation of the equation in (i)
Cartesian, (ii) Polar and (iii) Spherical Co-ordinate Systems.

5
Steady-state one-dimensional heat conduction problems in Cartesian
System:

6
Steady-state one dimensional heat conduction problems (i) with and
without heat generation

7
and (ii) with and without varying thermal conductivity - in Cartesian
system with various possible boundary conditions,

8 Thermal Resistances in Series and in Parallel.
9 Numerical
l0 Numerical

il

l0 Critical Thickness of Insulation: Concept, Derivation,

20

ll Extended Surfaces or Fins: Classification, Straight Rectangular and
Circular Fins,

t2 Temperature Distribution and Heat Transfer Calculations.
l3 Fin Efficiency and Effectiveness, Applic ations
t4 lUnsteady-statel heat conduction: Definition, Different cases -

l5
Transient Negligible internal thermal resistance, negligible surface
resistance.

6 comparable internal thermal and surface resistance. Lumped bodv.
7 Infinite Body and Semi-infinite Body,
8 Numerical Problems. Heisler and Grober charts.
9 Introduction to Numerical analysis of Heat conduction

20 Numerical Problems

ru

2t Forced Convection: Boundary Layer Theory.

20

22 VelociW and Thermal Boundary Layers. Prandtl number.

23
Governing Equations Continuity, Navier- Stokes and Energy
equations.

24 Boundary layer assumptions, Integral and Analytical solutions to above
equations,

25 Turbulent flow, Various empirical Solutions,
26 forced convection flow over cylinders and spheres,
27 internal flows -laminar and turbulent flow solutions, Forced

Convection Cooling of Electronic Devices.
28 Free convection: Laminar and Turbulent flows,
29 Numerical Problems
30 Numerical Problems

IV 3l Forced Convection: Boundary Layer Theory

Page4
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32 Velocity and Thermal Boundary Layers, 20

33
Prandtl number, Governing Equations - Continuity, Navier-Stokes and
Energy equations,

34
Boundary layer assumptions, Integral and Analytical solutions to above
equations,

35
Various empirical solutions, Forced convection flow over cylinders
and spheres,

36 Internal flows -laminar and turbulent flow solutions,
37 Convection Cooling of Electronic Devices. Free convection: Laminar

and Turbulent flows,

38
Turbulent flow, Forced Vertical Plates, Vertical Tubes and Horizontal
Tubes, Empirical solutions.

39

40

v

4t Heat Exchangers: Definition, Classification, applications, 9 Hours

20

42 LMTD method,
43 Effectiveness - NTU method, Analytical Methods. Fouline Factors.
44 Chart Solution Procedures for solving Heat Exchanser problems:

45
Correction Factor Charts and Effectiveness-NTU Charts, compact heat
exchangers.

46 Heat Transfer with Phase Change: Introduction to boiline, pool boiline,

47
Bubble Growth Mechanisms, Nucleate Pool Boiling, Critical Heat Flux
in Nucleate Pool Boiling,

48
Pool Film Boiling, Critical Heat Flux, Heat Transfer beyond the
Critical Point,

49 filmwise and dropwise Condensation, heat pipes. entrainment.
50 Wickine and boiline limitations.

Sl.No.
Outcome expected:

students able to
Allied
study

Week
No.

Individual / Group
activity

Reference:
book/website

/Paoer
I Assignment

Questions
Introductory
concepts
definitions

l:
on

and

Basic definitions and
laws

Module-l 2 Individual Activity. Text Book I

2 Assignment 2:

Questions on
Variable thermal
conductivity.

Questions on One-
dimensional
transient conduction

Derivations and
numerical on variable
thermal conductivity
Derivations and

numerical on one

dimensional transient
conduction

Module-2 4 Individual Activity. TextBook I

J Assignment 3:

Questions on
Concepts and basic
relations in
boundary layers

Boundary layers
free or natural
forced convection

and
and

Module-3 6 Individual Activity. Text Book I
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4 Assignment 4:

Questions on
Concepts and basic
relations in radiation
heat transfer

Radiation heat transfer
problems

Module-4 8 Individual Activity. Text Book I

5 Assignment 5:

Questions on Heat
exchangers and
Phase Chanse

Heat exchangers and
Phase Change problems

Module-5 l0 Individual Activity. Text Book I

MODULE -T

INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
l. Define and explain the different modes of heat transfer.
2. Define thermal conductivity, convection and radiation heat transfer coefficient.

3. Identifu modes of heat transfer: Room lighting using tube-lights, water heating using electric heater.

4. What are the different types of boundary conditions? Explain with neat sketches.

5.Derive an expression for the temperature distribution and the rate of heat transfer for a plane, hollow cylinder and
sphere.

6. Derive an expression for the rate of heat transfer for composite plane, composite cylinder and sphere.

7. A temperature difference of 500"C is applied across a fireclay brick l0cm thick with thermal conductivity 1.0 W/m"C.
Determine the heat transfer rate per square meter area.

8.A temperature difference of 100'C is applied across a cork board 5cm thick with thermal conductivity 0.04 Wm'C.
Determine the heat transfer rate across 3-mZ area per hour.

9. Obtain expression for 3-D heat conduction equation in Cartesian coordinates.
10. Explain Boundary conditions of first, second and third kinds in heat transfer problems.
ll.Water at a mean temperature of 20"C flows over a flat plate at 80'C. If the heat transfer coefhcient is 200 Wm2 "C,

determine heat transfer per square meter of the plate over 5h.
l2.A thin metal plate 0.lm by 0.lm is placed in a large evacuated container whose walls are kept at 300K. The bottom

surface of the plate is insulated, and the top surface is maintained at 500K as a result of electric heating. If the emissivity
of the plate is 0.8, what is the rate of heat exchange between the plate and the walls of the container take o:5.67X10-
8Wm2 K4.

l3.A small hot surface at a temperature of 430 K with an emissivity of 0.8 dissipates heat by radiation into the surrounding
at a temperature of 400 K. If this radiation is characterized by radiation heat transfer coefficient hr calculate its value.

l4.A sphere l0 cm in diameter in a large evacuated chamber whose walls are at 300K. If surface has a emissivity of 0.8

and maintained at 500K, determine the rate of heat loss from the sphere to walls of the chamber take o as 5.67x 10-8

W/n.2k4.

MODULE -2

l. Define the terms Critical thickness of insulation, Fin efficiency, Contact and thermal resistances.

2.A concrete wall of thickness Ll:15 cm has a thermal conductivity of kl=0.76 WmoC. The inside surface is exposed to
air at Ti=20"C and the outside surface to air at To = 20"C.The heat coefficient for the outside and inside surfaces are

hl=10 and h2:40 W m2C. Determine the heat loss per m2 of the wall surface.

3. A cylindrical insulation(k:0.5 Wm'C) for a steam pipe has an inside radius of 6cm and an outside radius of
8cm.Determine the heat loss per meter length of pipe if inside and outside surface temperatures of insulation is 430 'C

and 30 oC respectively insulation.
4.A 3mm chrome-Nickel wire (k:20 Wm'C)is electrically heated to generate 109 Wm3 .If outer surface of the wire is

maintained at 100"C ,determine temperature at the centre of the wire.
5. Heat is generated at a constant rate of 4x 108 Wm3 in a copper wire of radius 0.5 cm and a thermal conductivity of 386

Wm C. The rod is cooled by convection from its cylindrical surface into an ambient at 30'C with a heat transfer

coefficient of 2000W m2 "C. Determine the surface temperature of the rod.

6. Find heat transfer rate through a spherical shell (ri-2cm ro:6cm,K:386 Wm "C) if inner surface is at 200 'C and outer
surface is at 100 'C.

Page 
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7. A wire of 2mm diameter is heated electrically while it dissipates heat to the ambient by convection with heat transfer
coefficient 125 W / m2 oC If the wire is covered with of 0.2mm thick insulation of thermal conductivity 0. 175 WmoC
will the heat from wire increase or decrease?

8.An electric wire of 3mm diameter is covered with a rubber insulation of thermal conductivity 0.15 WmoC. If the
ambient air has a heat transfer coefficient of 50 Wm2 oCWhat is the optimum thickness of insulation to produce
maximum heat loss form the wire.

9.An electrically heated sphere 6cm diameter is exposed to an ambient at25 "C with a heat transfer coefficient of 20Wlm2
'C. The surface of sphere is to be maintained at 125 "C. Calculate the rate of heat loss from the sphere if it is insulated
with an insulation (k:1.0 Wm'C) corresponding to its critical thickness and when the sphere is bare.

10. Copper plate fins of rectangular cross section having thickness lmm, height l0mm and thermal conductivity 380
Wm"C are attached to a plane wall maintained at 230 "C. Fins dissipate heat by convection into the ambient air at 30 'C
with a heat transfer coefficient of 40 Wm2 "C. Fins are spaced at 8mm (iel25 finslm). Assume negligible heat loss from
the fin tip to determine fin efficiency, Area weighted fin efficiency. Net rate of heat transfer per m2 of the wall surface,
heat transfer rate without fins.

I 1. In a cylindrical fuel rod of a nuclear reactor, heat is generated intemally according to the equation: where qg is the
local rate of heat generation per unit volume at radius, r, R is the outside radius and q0 is the rate of heat generation per
unit volume at the centerline. Calculate temperature drop from the centerline to the surface for a 25 mrn outer diameter
fuel rod having thermal conductivity of 25 Wm K, if the rate of heat removal from the surface is 1650 kWm2.

12. A cylinder I m long and 50 mm in dia is placed in an atmosphere at 45'C.It is provided with 12 longitudinal
straight fins of material having thermal conductivity 120 W/ m K. The height of the fins is 12.7 mm from the cylinder
and thickness of fins is 0.76 mm. The heat transfer coefficient between cylinder and atmospheric air is l7 Wm2 K.
Calculate the rate of heat transfer and the temperature at the end of the fins if surface temperature of the cylinder is 150
oC. Assume the tip of the fin to be insulated .( Neglect the circular plane surface on either side)

13. What do you mean by Lumped System Analysis? Obtain an expression for temperature distribution for this
system in terms of Biot and Fourier numbers.

14. Define Biot and Fourier number. Explain their significance.
15. For a semi-infinite solid write the different boundary conditions for transient heat conduction with neat sketches.
16. A solid copper sphere of 10cm diameter [p=8954kg/m3 Cp:383J/kg C, k:386 Wm'C] initially at a uniform

temperature of 250'C is suddenly immersed in a well stirred fluid which is maintained at a uniform temperature of 50
oC.The heat transfer coefficient of the fluid and sphere is 200 Wm2 'C .check if the lumped system analysis is suitable
and hence determine the temperature of the block t:5,10,15 min after the immersion (Ans:120, 74.5 &53 "C).

17. Using the lumped analysis determine the time required for the solid steel[p:7833kg/m3 Cp:0.46 kJ/kg C, k:54
Wm'C sphere of 5cm diameter to cool from 600 "C to 200 'C if it is exposed to air stream at 50 oC having a heat
transfer coefficient of 100 Wm2 'C (Ans:6min 34 S).

18. A l2mm diameter mild steel sphere (K:42.5WmK) is placed in an air stream at27"C and the corresponding heat
transfer coefficient is l14 Wm2"C. Calculate time taken to cool sphere from 540 "C to 95"C and Instantaneous heat
transfer rate two minutes after commencement of cooling. For mild steel:Density=7850 kg/m3 Sp. heaF4T5Jkgk
Thermal diftusivity:g .043m2/hr.

19. A 0.10m thick brick wall (a:0.5X10-6 m2ls, k:0.69W/m'C and p=23gg1r/m3) is initially at Ti:230'C. The wall
is suddenly exposed to an environment at To:30'C with a heat transfer coefficient h:60 Wm2"C. By using the transient
temperature charts, Determine the centre temperature at 0.5, 2 and 4h after exposure to the cooler ambient, surface
temperature at 0.5 and 2h, and Energy removed from the plate per square meter during 0.5h.

20. A long 8cm diameter chrome-steel rod (o:l.lXl0-5 m2ls and k:40 Wm"C) is initially at a uniform temperature
Ti =225'C. It is suddenly exposed to a convective environment at To:25"C with a surface heat transfer coeff.h:SO
Wm2"C. Using transient temperature chart, determine temperature at centre, surface temperature at Fl/10 and lh after
exposure to cooler ambient.

MODULE -3
l. Explain the thermal boundary layer. Distinguish between developing and developed hydrodynamic flow through

pipes.
2. Derive expressions for drag force and lift force.

3. Explain Reynolds Colburn analogy.

4. Determine the thickness of thermal boundary layer, local drag coefficient and local shear stress at a distance of 0.5 m

from the leading edge of a flat plate for the boundary layer flow of air at 77 oC and a velocity of 2mls.

5. Determine drag force exefied on a 2m long plate per lm width of flow with air hydrogen and helium as fluids, at

atmospheric pressure and 350 oC with a velocity of 5m/s'

6. Atmospheric air at27oC flows with a free stream velocity of l0 m/s along a flat plate 4m long. Compute the drag

coefficient at 2 and 4m from the leading edge. Assume an all turbulent boundary layer, determine the drag force
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7

exerted per lm width of plate.

Air at 0.6 atm and -15'C flows with a free stream velocity of 120m/s over the wing of an airplane. The wing is 2m

long in the direction of flow and can be regarded as a flat plate. Determine the local drag coefficient and the shear

stress at the trailing edge of the wing. What is the drag force per meter width of the wing?

Determine the thickness of the thermal boundary layer and the local heat transfer coefficient at a distance of lm from

the leading edge of a flat plate for the flow of air at 77 oC and velocity 4mls at pressures of 0.5, L0 and 2 atmosphere

Explain Hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layer with reference to flow over flow heated plate.

Explain the following Dimensionless number and their physical significance:

Reynolds number, (ii) Prandtl number, (iii) Nusselt number

Write short notes on (anY two):
Biot number and Fourier and their significance.
Hydrodynamic and Thermal boundary layer
4. Water at the rate of 3kg/s is heated from 5 to l5oC by passing it through a 50 mm ID copper tube.The tube wall

temperature is maintained at 90oC. What is the tube length ?

Air at 30oC is flowing over 2 cm long plate maintained at 70oC at m/s. Determine heat transfer from the plate.

6. A highly viscous fluid flows through a 5 cm I.D. pipe at rate 50 kg/hr. Fluid passes through I m long heated

section where a constant flux of 1000 Wm2 is supplied. Calculate the final temperature of liquid if initial temperature

is 40oC. Obtain the maximum wall temperature. Assume properties of liquid as, P = 1500 kg/m3,

Cp: 1.675 kJ/kg K, ks:0.865 WmK'
Water at 20oC ii to be heated by passing it through the tube. Surface of tube is maintained at 90oC. The diameter of
tube is 4 cm while its length is 9 m. Find the mass flow rate so that exit temperature of water will be 60oC. The

properties of water are p : 995 kg/m3, Cp: 4.175 kJ/ kg K, K: 0.64 WmK. ,Y :0.62 x 10-6 m2ls, B -- 4.25 x l0-
3K-l. Use the correlation Nu : 0.023* (Re)0.8. (Pr)0.3

8. In a certain process, castor oil at 30oC flows past a flat plate. The velocity of oil is 0.08 m/sec.The length of the

plate is 5 m. TLe plant is heated uniformly and maintained at 90oC. Calculate the following: (i) Hydrodynamic and

ihermal boundary layer thickness at the trailing edge of plate. (ii) Total drag force per unit width on one side of the

plate. Use the foilowing correlation: Nu : 0.332 (Rel)l/2 . (Pr)l/3 Take properties as, P : 956.8 kglm3, k =

O.2l3WlmoK, a:7.2x l0-8 m2 /s, v:0.65 x l0-4 m2 /s

9. In a particular solar collector ofcylindrical type, energy is collector by placing a tube at the focal line ofparabolic

collector and passing fluid through the tube. The arrangement resulting is a uniform heat flux of 2000 Wm2 along

the axis of the tube of diameter 60 mm. Determine:(i) Length of the tube required to the heat water

from 20oC to g0oC which flows at the rate of 0.01 kg/s. (ii) Surface temperature at the outlet Properties of water are:

t:352 X 10-6 Ns/m2 , Cp:4187 J/kg K, k = 0.67 WmK.
MODULE.4
l. Explain the following laws as applied to radiation: i) Stefan Boltzman law ii) Plank's Distribution law iii)Wein's

Displacement law iv) Kirchoff s law.

z. Detlrmine the radiafive energy emitted between 2-10pm wavelengths by a lxlm grey surface at 600 K which has an

emissivity of 0.8.

3. A tungsten filament is heated to 2300K.What fraction of the total energy is emitted in the wave length range of 0.4 to

0.8 pm?
4. A 

'black 
body at I I I lK is emitting into air. Calculate the wavelength at which black body emissive power rs

maximum and energy emitted over wave length limits l-10 pm and l0-20 pm

5. A small surface oi'ur"u 8 cm2 is subjected to radiation of constant intensity I:105 Wm2.Sr over a solid angle

subtendeduy 0' 0 < 2tr, 0 < e < fi 13 . calcdate energy emittedby surface'

6. Determine average emmissivity of filament at 3000K for entire wavelengths using given data

€r=0.5for ),0=Q to Ar=O.5Hm €z=0.lfor )"t=0.5 to hr->a
7. Calculate the heat dissipated by radiation through a0.2-m2 opening of a furnace at 1100K into an ambient at 300K'

Assume both the fumace and the ambient to be black bodies'8 ffi#;:
radiation

0.3 and 0.8 exchange heat. Find the percentage reduction in

is placed between them.

MODULE -5

l. Give the classification ofheat exchangers based on flow and mode ofheat exchanger.

2. Derive an expression for LMTD for a Parallel and Counter flow heat exchanger'

9.

10.

11.

12.
a,

b.

13.

t4.
15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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J.

4.

Derive an expression for Effectiveness for a Parallel and Counter flow heat exchanger.

A copper pipe (K:350 w/mk) of l7.5mm inner diameter and 20mm outside diameter conveys water and oil flows

through the annular passage between this pipe and a steel pipe. On the water side, the film co-efficient is 4600 wlm2k
and the fouling factor is 0.00034m2k/w. The corresponding values for the oil side are l200dm2k and 0.00086

m2$w. Calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient between the water and oil, based on outside surface area of inner

pipe.
A shell and tube heat exchanger is to cool oil(Cp:2000J/kgk) flowing at 6kg/s from 65 'C to 35"C by using water of
lokg/s flow rate with inlet temperature 20"C.Average heat transfer coefficient Um:600w/m2k. Calculate heat transfer

area for a parallel flow and counter flow arrangement.

Steam condenses at 60'C on shell side of a steam condenser while cooling water flows inside tubes at 3kg/s.The inlet

and outlet temperatures of water are 20'C and 50"C respectively. The overall heat transfer coefficient

Um:2000ilm2k. Calculate the surface area required.

A single pass cross-flow heat exchanger is used to heat water from 25"C to 80'C at a rate of l.5kg/s with pressurized

water entering the tubes at 200"C and leaving at 100'C. The overall heat transfer coefficient

Um=1250w/m2k.Calculate the heat transfer area taking Cpc --4180J/kg'C.
A counter flow heat exchanger is to heat air entering at 400'C (flow rate 6kg/s ) with an exhaust gas entering at

800"C(flow rate 4kgls).Overall heat transfer coefficient Um:100w/m2k, specific heat for both air and exhaust gas:

Cpc: Cph:1100J/kg'C. Calculate heat transfer area required if the heat transfer rate is l000kW.Also determine

outlet temperatures of exhaust gas and air.

Engine oil is to be cooled from 80'C to 50'C by using a single pass counter flow concentric tube heat exchanger with

.ooling water available at 20 "C. Water flows inside a 25mm dia at a rate of 0.08kg/s and oil flows through the

annului at a rate of 0.16kg/s. The heat transfer coefficient for the water side and oil side are 1000 Wm'K and 80

Wm2 K respectively. The fouling factors are 0.00018 m' K /W on the water side and 0.00018 m'? K /W on oil side.

Neglecting tube wall resistance, calculate the tube length required take Cwater:4180 J/kg K and Coil :2090 J/kg K.

neiive an expression for average heat transfer coefficient using Film Condensation theory on a vertical surface'

List the assumptions made in the derivation of the Film condensation theory.

Differentiate between drop-wise and film-wise condensation process.

Explain with a neat sketih the various regimes of the Pool-Boiling curve. Write the appropriate equations for each

regime.
Aii free Saturated stream at Tv:90'C (P:70.14Kpa) condenses on the outer surface of a 1.5 m long' 2.5cm OD

vertical tube maintained at a uniform temperature of Tw=70"C. Assuming film condensation, calculate the average

condensation heat transfer coefficient hm over the entire length ofthe tube, condensate film thickness and condensate

Reynolds number at the bottom ofthe tube, and the total rate of condensation at the tube surface.

Saiurated air-free stream at Tv:50'C (P:l2.35Kpa) condenses on the outer surface of a lm long,2.5cm OD vertical

tube maintained at a uniform temperature of Tw:30"C.Assuming film condensation, calculate the average

condensation heat transfer coefficient hm over the entire length of the tube and the total rate of condensation at the

surface ofthe tube.
A steam condenser consisting of 625 horizontal tubes (l.25cm OD and 3cm long) in a25x25 arrays. Saturated steam

at 50"C (l2.35kpa) condensei on outer surface of tubes maintained at 30"C. Find average heat transfer coefficient,

heat transfer rate and condensation in condenser.

Air free Saturated stream at Tv:90"C (P:70.l4Kpa) condenses on outer surface of a 6 m long,2.5cm OD vertical

tube maintained at Tw:30'C. Calculate average condensation heat transfer coefficient over entire length of tube, rate

of condensation on the tube surface.

9.

5.

6

7.

10.

11.

12.
13.

16.

17.

14.

15.

j;!r
28

Examination s', S, A B C,D,E F % Passing

June-Julyl8 l0 l9 29 4 94

June-July 17 3 9 40 I 98
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Subiect Title DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMNTS II
Subiect Code t7ME64 IA Marks 40
Number of Lecture Hrs / Week 03L+027 Exam Marks 100
Total Number of Lecture Hrs 50 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS -04

FACULTY DETAILS:
J{ame: Prof.D.N.Inamdar lDesignation: Assistant. Professor lExperience:17
\o. of ti4es course taught:06 lSpeclalization : tvtactrlne Oesign
\ame:Prof.SBAwade lDesignation: Assistant. Professor lExperience:6
\o. of times course taught:04 lSpecialization : Machine Design

Branch Semester Subject

0l Applied Science ItoIV Engineering Mathematics

02 Mechanical Engineering IIII CAED

03 Mechanical Engineering III CAMD, Mechanics Of Materials, Kinematics OF
Machine

04 Mechanical Engineering Design of Machine Elements I

col To understand various elements involved in a mechanical system.

coz To analyze various forces acting on the elements of a mechanical system and
design them using appropriate techniques, codes, and standards.

c03 To select transmission elements like gears, belts, pulleys, bearings from the
manufacturers' catalogue.

c04 To design completely a mechanical system integrating machine elements.

c05
To produce assembly and working drawings of various mechanical systems
involving machine elements like belts, pulleys, gears, springs, bearings,
clutches and brakes.

The student, after successful completion of the course, will be able to

Course Outcome POs

c320.r
Design and analyze behavior of stresses in curved beams

and compound cylinders.
POl,P02,P03,PO5,PO6,PO8,PO1 1,PO I 2

c320.2
Design belts, wire ropes and chain drives & springs for
Mechanical systems

POl,PO2,PO3,PO5,PO6,POs,POl l,POl2

c320.3
Design different types of gears and simple gear boxes for
different applications.

PO l,PO2,PO3,PO5,PO6,PO8,PO I t,POt2

c320.4 Design brakes and clutches POl,PO2,PO3,PO5,PO6,PO8,POl l,POl 2

c320.5
Select suitable lubricants and analyze performance of
hydrodynamic, hyd rostatic and antifriction bearings.

POl,PO2,P03,PO5,PO6,PO8,POl l,PO l2

Total Hours of instruction 50
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Modules Teaching
Hours

Revised
Bloom's

Taxonomy
(RBr)
Level

MODULE I
Curved Beams: Stresses in curved beams of standard cross sections used in crane hook,
punching presses & clamps, closed rings and links.
Cylinders & Cylinder Heads: Review of Lame's equations; compound cylinders, stresses
due to different types offit on cylinders; cylinder heads and flats

08 Hours
Ll,L2,
L3,L4

MODULE 2
Belts: Materials of construction of flat and V belts, power rating of belts, concept of slip
and creep, initial tension, effect of centrifugal tension, maximum power condition.
Selection of flat and V belts- length & cross section from manufacturers' catalogues.
Construction and application of timing belts.
Wire ropes: Construction of wire ropes, stresses in wire ropes, and selection of wire
ropes.(Only theoretical treatment)
chain drive: Types of power transmission chains, modes of failure for chain, and
lubrication of chains. (Only theoretical treatment)
Springs: Types of springs, spring materials, stresses in helical coil springs of circular and
non-circular cross sections. Tension and compression springs, concentric springs; springs
under fl uctuating loads.
Leaf springs: Stresses in leaf springs, equalized stresses, and nipping of leaf springs.
Introduction to torsion and Belleville springs.

10 Hours L2,r3

MODULE3
Gear drives: Classification of gears, materials for gears, standard systems of gear tooth,
gear tooth failure modes and lubrication of gears.
Spur Gears: Definitions, shesses in gear tooth: Lewis equation and form factor, design for
strength, dynamic load and wear.
Helical Gears: Definitions, transverse and normal module, formative number of teeth,
design based on strength, dynamic load and wear.
Bevel Gears: Definitions, formative number of teeth, design based on strength, dynamic
load and wear.

l2 Hours L2,L3,L4

MODULE 4

Worm Gears: Definitions, types of worm and worm gears, and materials for worm and
worm wheel. Design based on strength, dynamic, wear loads and efficiency of worm gear
drives.
Design of Clutches: Types of clutches and their applications, single plate and multi-plate
clutches. (Numerical examples only on single and multi-plate clutches)
Design of Brakes: Types of Brakes, Block and Band brakes, self locking'of brakes, and
heat generation in brakes.

l0 Hours
L2,13

MODULE 5
Lubrication and Bearings: Lubricants and their properties, bearing materials and
properties; mechanisms of lubrication, hydrodynamic lubrication, pressure development in
oil film, bearing modulus, coefficient of friction, minimum oil film thickness, heat
generated, and heat dissipated. Numerical examples on hydrodynamic journal and thrust
bearing design.
Anti friction bearings: Types ofrolling contact bearings and their applications, static and
dynamic load carrying capacities, equivalent bearing load, load life relationship; selection
of deep grove ball bearings from the manufacturers' catalogue; selection of bearings
subiected to cyclic loads and speeds; probabiliw ofsurvival.

l0 Hours L2,L3,L4
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SI
No

Semester Subject Topics

0l VII Design Lab Lubrication Experiment
02 VIII Proiect work Design and Drawings, Part Modeling

Real World Mapping
0l Industrial drawings and design of various components
02 Design of Automobile, Boilers, Heat exchangers and other industrial components
03 Development of a software applications

Sl. No Delivery Type Details
0l Tutorial Topic: Spur Gear & Helical Gear

Text Books
l) Richard G. Budynas, and J. Keith Nisbett, "Shigley's Mechanical Engineering Design", McGraw-Hill Education,

l0t'Edition, 2015.
2) Juvinall R.C, and Marshek K.M, "Fundamentals of Machine Component Design", John Wiley & Sons, Third

Edition, Wiley student edition, 2007.
3) V. B. Bhandari, "Design of Machine Elements", 4th Ed., Tata Mcgraw Hill, 2016.
Reference Books
l) Robert L. Norton "Machine Design- an integrated approach", Pearson Education, 2^a edition.
2) Spotts M.F., Shoup T.E "Design and Machine Elements", Pearson Education, 8tr,edition, 2006.
3) Orthwein W, "Machine Component Design", Jaico Publishing Co, 2003.
4) Hall, Holowenko, Laughlin (Schaum's Outline Series), "Machine design" adapted by S.K.Somani,

Tata McGraw Hill Publishing Company Ltd., Special Indian Edition, 2008.
5) G. M. Maithra and L.V.Prasad, "Hand book of Mechanical Design", Tata McGraw Hill,

2"a edition,2004.
Additional Study material & e-Books

l) Design Data Hand Book, K.Lingaiah, McGraw Hill, 2no edition, 2003.
2) Design Data Hand Book, K.Mahadevan and Balaveera Reddy, CBS publication.
3) Design Data Hand Book, H.G.Patil, I.K.International Publisher, 2010
4) PSG Design Data Hand Book, PSG College of technology, Coimbatore.

Website and Internet Contents References

2. www.nptel.ac.in
3. https://cosmolearning.ors
4. www.vtu.ac.in
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S.No Magazines/Journals website

I Journal of Machine Design http ://www.mdesi gn.ftn. uns.ac.rs/

2 International Journal of Solids and Structures http ://www. sciencedirect.com/science/journ

J

4

Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design,

Svstems^ and Manufacturing
https://wwwjstage jst.go jp/article/jamdsml 4 I 5 I 4 

-5 -795 
I 1dt

International Journal of Design Englngqlng- http ://www. inderscience.com/jhome.php?j code=IJDE

Scheme of Examination:
Two questions to be set from each module. Students have to answer five full questions,

choosing one full question from each module.

Assignment:
Cour-se work includes a Design project. Design project shoul

Design calculations must be hand written and should be included in the report'

Design project should be given due credit (5 marks) in internal assessment.

Content of Lecture
oh oI

PortionModule
No.

Lecture
No.

t6%

20%

I

I curved Beams: Stresses in curved beams of standard cross sectlons useo In urarre rruurr

2

J

4
5 Stresses due to different types oftit on

6 Stresses in cylinder heads and flats.

7 Problems.

8 Discussion of recent VTU questton Papet ptoblems-

)

9 Selts I\Aateri"ts 
"f "onstruction 

of flat and V belts, power rating of belts, concept or sllp

and creep,

l0 Initial tension, effect of centrifugal tension, maximum power condition'

ll S"tdtio" 
"f 

ft"t 
".d 

V belts- length & cross section from manutacturers'catalogues.
/r^--e,,nlinn o-'l onnlicefinn oftimins belts.

t2 Wire ropes: Construction of wire ropes, stresses

rooes.(Onlv theoretical treatment)

ln wlre ropes, ano selectr()l

l3 ch"t" d.tv* Types of power transmission chains, modes of tailure tor chaln' ano

cross-sections, . : . . ii
t4

l5 t*-'ionu,d**p'"''ionsprings,springsunderfluctuatingloads'EnergyStoreoln
sorinss.

t6

Page4
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r7 Equalized stresses and nipping of leaf springs.
l8 Introduction to Torsion, Belleville springs.

J

t9 Gear drives: Classification of gears, materials for gears, standard systems of gear tooth.

24%

20 Gear tooth failure modes and lubrication of gears.
2t Spur Gears: Definitions, stresses in gear tooth: Lewis equation and form factor.
22 Design of spur Gear for strength, dynamic load and wear with an illustrative example
23 Discussion of recent VTU question Paper problems.

24 Helical Gears: Definitions, transverse and normal module, formative number of teeth
25 Design of helical gear based on strength, dynamic load and wear with an illustrative

example
26 Discussion of recent VTU question Paper problems.
27 Bevel Gears: Definitions, formative number of teeth.
28 Design of bevel gear based on strength, dynamic load and wear with an illustrative

example
29 Discussion of recent VTU question Paper problems.
30 Discussion on Assignment of design project on mechanical systems

4

3l Worm Gears: Definitions, types of worm and worm gears, and materials for worm and
worm wheel.

20%

32 Design based on strength, dynamic, wear loads and efficiency of worm gear
drives with an illustrative example

JJ Discussion of recent VTU question Paper problems.

34 Design of Clutches: Types of clutches and their applications, single plate and multi-
plate
clutches.

35 Numerical examples on single plate clutches
36 Numerical examples on multi-plate clutches
37 Design of Brakes: Types of Brakes, Block and Band brakes
38 Numerical examples on Block brakes
39 Numerical examples on Band brakes
40 selflocking ofbrakes and Heat generation in brakes

5

4t Lubrication and Bearings: Lubricants and their properties, bearing materials and
DroDerties

20%

42 mechanisms of lubrication, hydrodynamic lubrication, pressure development in oil film,
bearing modulus, coefficient of friction, minimum oil film thickness, heat generated, and
heat dissipated.

43 Numerical examples on hydrodynamic iournal desien
44 Numerical examples on thrust bearing design
45 Anti friction bearings: Types of rolling contact bearings and their applications,
46 Static and dynamic load carrying capacities, equivalent bearing load, load life

relationship
47 Selection ofdeep grove ball bearings from the manufacturers' catalogue

48 Selection ofbearings subjected to cyclic loads and speeds; probability ofsurvival.
49 Discussion of recent VTU question Paper problems.

50 Discussion on Assignment of design proiect on mechanical systems
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expected / Group
activity

book/website
/Paoer

I Assignment I to 5:
University Questions from
Text Books mentioned in
VTU Syllabus and from
previous question papers

Students study the
Topics and write
the Answers. Get
practice to solve
university
questions.

Modules
1,2,3,4,5 of
the syllabus

After
completion
of
respective
Modules

Individual
Activity.
with due
credit in
internal
assessment.

Refer all the
above
mentioned text
books &
reference
books

2 Group Assignment on
Design project to enable the
students to design a
mechanical system Like
. single stage reduction gear

box with spur gears, single
stage worm

o Reduction gear box,
o V-belt and pulley drive

system
o Machine tool spindle with

bearing mounting,
o C-clamp,
. screwjack,
. single plate clutch, etc

Student should able

design different
Mechanical
systems
involving
springs, belts and
pulleys, different
types ofgears
and simple gear
boxes for
different
applications,
& C-clamp,
screw jack,
single plate
clutch, etc

Design
calculations must
be hand written
and should be

included in the
report.

Modules
'1,2,3,4,5 0f
the syllabus
for design
Calculations
& Modeling
CAD
Software's
like, Solid
edge,Catia,So
lidworks
AutoCAD &
Pro-E Etc.

After
completion
of
respective
Modules

Group
Activity &
Design
project
with due
credit (5

marks) in
internal
assessment.

Refer all the
above
mentioned text
books &
reference
books and
Use any of the
below
mentioned
Modeling
CAD
Software's
like,
Solidedge,Cati
a,Solidworks
AutoCAD &
Pro-E Etc,
hftp://nevonpr
ojects.com/mi
ni-projects-for-
mechanical-
engineering/

Module 1: Curved Beams:

4tr'Page 6
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expected book/website
/Paper

I Assignment I to 5:
University Questions from
Text Books mentioned in
VTU Syllabus and from
previous question papers

Students study the
Topics and write
the Answers. Get
practice to solve
university
questions.

Modules
1,2,3,4,5 0f
the syllabus

After
completion
of
respective
Modules

Individual
Activity.
with due
credit in
internal
assessment.

Refer all the
above
mentioned text
books &
reference
books

2 Group Assignment on
Design project to enable the
students to design a
mechanical system Like
. single stage reduction gear

box with spur gears, single
stage worm

o Reduction gear box,
o V-belt and pulley drive

system
o Machine tool spindle with

bearing mounting,
o C-clamp,
. screwjack,
. single plate clutch, etc

Student should able

design different
Mechanical
systems
involving
springs, belts and
pulleys, different
types ofgears
and simple gear
boxes for
different
applications,
& C-clamp,
screw jack,
single plate
clutch, etc

Design
calculations must
be hand written
and should be

included in the
report.

Modules
1,2,3,4,5 of
the syllabus
for design
Calculations
& Modeling
CAD
Software's
like, Solid
edge,Catia,So
lidworks
AutoCAD &
Pro-E Etc.

After
completion
of
respective
Modules

Group
Activity &
Design
project
with due
credit (5

marks) in
internal
assessment.

Refer all the
above
mentioned text
books &
reference
books and

Use any of the
below
mentioned
Modeling
CAD
Software's
like,
Solidedge,Cati

aSolidworks
AutoCAD &
Pro-E Etc,
http://nevonpr
ojects.com/mi
ni-projects-for-
mechanical-
engineering/
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Module 1: Curved Beams:
ame of a hYdraulic riveter shown

ffiessisshownin t section A-B of the

frame if F:5000N

maximum stress in the

frame, if it has to resist a force of 85KN'

g shown in Fig' l '4'

"rt"r 
f,b"rffia crane hook which is

rapezoidal cross-section with parallel sides 60mm and 30mm' the

PageT
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distance between them being 90mm.The innerradius of the hook is l00mm. The load line is nearerto the inner
surface of the hook by 25mm than the center of curvature at the critical section. What will be the stresses at the
inner and outer fiber, ifthe beam is treated as straight beam for the given load? (Refer Fig.1.5).

Fig.r.5

25KN
6 The section of a crane hook is rectangular in shape whose width is 30mm and depth is 60mm. The center of

curvature is the section is at a distance is l25mm from the inside section and the load Iine is l00mm from the same

7 Determine the force F such that the maximum tensile stress in the clamp is not to exceed 140N/mm'? (Refer nig.t.Z;

8 Determine the maximum tensile and maximum shear stresses of the component shown in Fig.l.Sand indicate the
location.

Page I 3F

point. Find the capacity of the hook if the allowable is 75N/mm2 (refer Fig.l.6)
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Determine the dimension of the curved bar shown in Fig.l.20.asSutrl€ dyr = 400N /mm'?and fos:3.5

Find the stresses at the inner and outer fiber of the machine frame of 'I' section as shown in Fig.l.l5.

Determine the capacity of a frame of a punch press shown in Fig. 1.12. The material from which the frame is made

has an allowable stress of stress of 80N/mrnlqlg!g-1he rgglion A-8.

A chain link made of 40mm diameter rod is semi circular at each end, the mean diameter of which is 80mm. the

straight sides of the link length are also equal to 80mm. if the link carries a load of 90KN, estimate the tensile and

cornirerriue stresses in the link along the section of load line. Also find the stresses at a section 90o away from the

For the section A-B shown in Fig. Ll8 find bending moment, direct tensile force, maximum tensile stress,

maximum compressive stress, maximum shear stress and their locations.

Page 9
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t4 Determine the dimensions of 'I' section sho
equal in pure bending. Also find the maximur

wn in Fig. Ll9 in which br

n stress if the load is 20KN
I

ai
.1.19 I

"t i

t{a
A

oth extreme fiber stresses are numerically
and bi+Bo:125mm.
lF

B

15 A curved beam with a circular center line has trapezoidal cross- section and is subjected to pure bending in its
plane of symmetry.the concave side face is l00mm and fromthe center line of curvature. The depth is l00mm.
Find the proper value of other parallel face, if the maximum extreme fiber stress in tension and compression are
numerically equal. Determine the magnitude of couple if it is sublected to a maximum fiber stress of 50N/mm2.

t6 Using usual notations prove that the moment of resistances M of a curved beam of initial radius R1 when bent to a
radius Rz by uniform bending moment is M: EAeRr[/Rr+l/R2].

t7 List out the main differences between straight and curved beam. Also sketch the stress distribution pattern in a
curved beam and compare it with a straight beam.

l8 Derive an expression for stress distribution due to bending moment in a curved beam.

19 Explain why curved beams have to be analyzed for stresses especially when we already have straight beam
equations for determining the stresses?

20 Compute the combined stresses at the inner and outer fibers in the critical cross section of a crane hook which is
required to lift loads up to 25KN. The hook has trapezoidal cross section with parallel sides 60mm and 30mm, the
distance between them being 90mm. the inner radius of the hook is l00mm. the load is nearer to the inner surface
of the hook by 25mm than the center of curvature at the critical section. What will be the given stresses at the inner
and outer fiber, ifthe beam is treated as straight beam for the given load?

Module 1: Cylinders and cylinders heads:(CONTINUED)
I The storage capacity of a seamless cylinder^is 0.0l5lm'and it is subjected to an internal pressure of l5MPa. The

cylinder material I alloy steel (ou:500N/mm') and a factor of safety 2.5 is used. The length of the cylinder is twice
its internal diameter. Determine the thickness of the cylinder wall.

2 A cylindrical vessel whose ends are closed by means ofhemispherical covers is subjected to an internal pressure of
N/mm2. The length of the cylindrical portion is twice that of its internal diameter. The allowable tensile stress of
the material of the vessel is 82.5 N/mm2 and its storage capacity is 0.345m3. Neglecting the effect of welded joints
and the allowance for corrosion, determine its dimensions.

J A cost iron cylinder of internal diameter 500mm and 75mm thick is filled with a fluid of pressure 6 N/mm'.
Determine the tangential stress and radial shess distribution across its thickness.

4 A hydraulic press has a maximum capacity of lOKN. The friction due of piston packing is equivalent to l0% of its
capacity. The cylinder is made of cast iron whose ultimate tensile strength is 240MPa. Diameter of the piston is
50mm and factor of safeW is 4. Determine the wall thickness of the cylinder.

5 Determine the thickness of metal necessary for a cylinder of internal diameter l60mm to withstand an internal;
fluid pressure of 8 N/mm2. The maximum tangential stress in the section is not to exceed 35 N/mm2. The material
may be assumed ad a brittle material.

6 The inside diameter of a cylindrical tank is 200mm. the gas pressure inside the cylinder is lOMPa.The tank is made

of carbon steel whose ultimate strength is 400 N/mm2and the factor of safety is 5. Find the wall thickness of the
cylinder. Poisson's ratio of the material is 0.3.

7 A seamless steel pipe ofl50mm internal diameter is subjected to internal pressure of l0MPa. The pipe is made of
steel whose tensile strength at the yield point is 240 N/mm'and the factor of safety is 3. Poisson's ratio of the
material is 0.27. Determine the wall thickness of the pipe.

8 A cast iron cylindrical pipe of outside diameter 300mm and inside diameter 200mm is subjected to an internal fluid
pressure of j0 N/mm2ind external fluid pressure of 5 N/mm2. Determine the tangential and radial stresses at the

>E
Page 10 3 t
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A carL,r,, rr'Er t-JU oarru
50mm and 75mm' the tangential stress developed at the inner fiber of the outer barrel due to shrink fitting may belimited to 70N/mm2. Determine, i) Contact p."rru.", ii) Orisinal diameter ar conrzcr hcfnra oh.i-L r:#:-- ^-r :::\,mrreo ro /uN/mm-' L'etermine, i) contact pressure, ii) original diame-ter at contact before shrink nttin! anj iii;Resulting stress distribution due to shrink fittlne. taue n:ztit o4 Nl--2
Designashrinkfitjointtwocylindersofdiameter150l@

ffi:-:Xj::.::#i:1"",'$,1::j:jl':xii-'I1lg,': j:l:ITI:9,1" 40Mpa. Arso determi,"ir," 
".i,r rorce necessarvto dis-engage the joint if the length of the joini is 200mm and the -u*irnu. io"*-""r;rilffi; ffiij]i,i'o,|!T}}il}

Poiccnn'c rafin A ?
A 440mm outer diameter,
diameter steel shaft. If the torque to be transmitted is 300KNm and p:0.1g, determine the amount of interferencerequired.
A high pressure cylinder consists of a steel tube with inner and outer diameters of l20mm and l60mm respectively.

::,:'"j:::::::jl::-",y.'j,_o-:_1,:l,T_:y"l diameterof20gly rl.gb", u," assembred by a shrinking process insuch a way that maximum principal stress induced is 36. 5 N/mm2. The shrink fit assembly t. #;J'i,ijffi;;;
an internal fluid pressure of 60 N/mm2. Determine, i) Shrinkage pressure, ii) Resultant tung"ntiul and radial stressesand plot the stress distribution.

allowance is such that the maximum tangential stress in .aih trb" rru, ,u*" ,*gliffi.;;;;i) Shrinkage pressure,

ential stresses.

A steel tube with inner and outer diameters of 50mm and 75mm respectively is jacket

:iljJj::"oi:T:::.,::if::,*j::r^"^:1,1,,*: l', 
suujllef to an internar 

"pressure 
of 35Mpa. rhe shrinkage

A cast rron thick cylinder of
allowable working stress for th

i) Thickness of cylinder wall,

e cvlinder walls.

of 12 N/mmz. The

A cylinder is provided with a head of flat circular steel plate of5o0mmdiameter and is supported around the edge.It is subjected to a uniform pressure of 5 N/mm2. The allowable working stress for the material L iO Nlr-tu-rJ
Poisson's ratio is 0.3. Determine the i) thickness of thick cylinder wall, ii) Thickness of the circular flat cylinder
head.

*,1:]91Y:,ded 
thin,cylindrical shell of internal diameter 200mm is filled with ammonium gas, under pressure 5N/mm'. I he ends of the cylindrical shell are closed by dished head with the inside convex. Th-e radius of curvatureof the head is 200mm. the matenal of the cylindrical shell and head is Fe 360 steel and factor of safety 5.

Determine,
i) Thickness of cylindrical shell and

A fusion welded thin cylindrical shell of internal diameter 2000mm is subjected to an ir
The yield strength of the material of the shell is 250 N/mm2with a iactor of safety of 2.5. The ends of the
cylindrical shell are closed by torispherical heads with a crown radius of l.6m and the corrosion allowance is 3mm.
Determine,

i) Thickness of cylindrical shell and
ii) Thickness of head.

A cast steel cylinder of 300mm internal diameter is to
both ends by unstayed flat cover plates and is attached by 

-bolts. Determine the thickness of the cover plates if the
allowable working stress for the cover material is 75 N/mm2.

of Belts, Wire Rope and chains Drives:

, Where T1 and T2 are belt tensions, tr is
Show that in flat belt drives the ratio of belt tensions is given by T1/T2
the coefficient of friction and 0 is the angle of lap.
Derive an on for the ratio of tension in V-belt drive.

1t:0.25. Safe working stress for leather is 1.75N/mm2. Thickness of belt =lOmm.betermine the widih and length
of belt taking centrifugal tension into account. Also find the initial tension in the belt and absolute power that Jan
be transmitted by this belt and the at which this can be transmitted.

A belt is required to transmit t 8.5 KW from a pulley of l.2m diameter running at 250rpm to another pulley which
runs at 500rpm. The distance between the centers of pulleys is 2.7m. The following data refer to an open bilt drive

A flat belt is required to transmit lOKW from a pulley of 600mm effective diameter running at 300rpm. The angle
of contact is spread ovet 7/16 of circumference. Determine the width of belt whose thlckness is l0mm. The
allowable stress for the belt is 2.25N/mm2. Coeflicient of friction between the pulley and belt is 0.3.

Page 11 ti.O
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The motor pulley is 96mm effective diameter and the centre distance between the shafts is 1.5m.

6 A belt of l00mm wide and lOmm thick is transmitting power at 1000m/min. The nit driving tension is 2 times the

slack side tension. Allowable stress inthe belt material is 2MPa. Specific weight of the belt material is l0KN/m3.
Determine the power that can be transmitted by the belt. Also determine the absolute power that can be transmitted

by the belt and the velocity at which that power can be transmitted.

Select a V-belt drive to transmit l0KW of power from a pulley of 200mm diameter mounted on an electric motor
running at 720rpm to another pulley mounted on compressor running at 200rpm. The service is heavy duty varying
from l0 hours to 14 hours per day and centre distance between centers of pulley is 600mm.

8 A compressor is driven by a motor of 2.5KW running at l200rpm to a 400rpm compressor. Select a suitable V-
belt.

9 A V-belt is to transmit 20KW from a 250mm pitch diameter sheave operating at l500rpm to a 900mm diameter flat
pulley. The centre distance between input and output shafts is lm. The groove angle is 40o and coefficient of
friction is 0.2 for both pulleys and sheaves combination. The cross-section of the belt is 38mm wide at the top and

lgmm wide at the bottom by 25mm deep. Each belt weighs llKN/m3 and allowable tension per belt is 1000N.

How many belts are required?

l0 Select a wire rope to lift a load of IOKN through a height of 600m from a mine. The weight of bucket is 2.5KN.

The load should attain a maximum speed of 5Om/min in 2 seconds.

ll Select a wire rope for a vertical mine hoisting to lift l2000KN of ore in 8 hour shift from a depth of 720m. Assume

two compartments skip with the hoisting skips in balance. The maximum velocity of the rope is 750m/min with an

acceleration and deceleration period of l2seconds. The rest period for load and unload is lOseconds. The hoisting

skip weishts approximately 50yo of the load capacity.

t2 Select a roller chain drive to transmit power of l0KW from a shaft rotating at 750rpm to another shaft to be run at

450rpm. The distance between the shaft centers could be taken as 35 pitches.

l3 Select a chain drive to actuate a compressor from lOKW electric motor at 670rpm, the compressor rpm being 350.

Minimum, centre distance should be approximately 560mm. The chain tension may be adjusted by shifting the

motoronrails'Compressoristoworkforl0hoursperdqy
t4 Select a chain drive to actuate the compressor from l5KW electric motor at 600rpm, while the compressor rpm

being 120.

l5 A roller chain is to transmit 66.24KW from a l7 tooth sprocket to a 34 tooth sprocket at a pinion speed of 300rpm'

The loads are moderate shock. The equipment is to run l8hour per day. Specif, the length and size ofthe chain

required for a center distance ofabout 25 pitches.

Module 2: Springs(continued)
I Design helical compression spring to support an axial load of 3000N. The deflection under load is limited to

60mm. the spring index is 6. The spring is made of Chrome-Vanadium steel and factor of safety is equal to 2.

2 A helical valve spring is to be designed for an operating load of approximately 90 to 135N. The deflection of the

sorins for the load range is 7.5 mm. Assume a spring index of l0 and factor of safety:2. Design the spring.

J @mobileengine,whenthevalveisclosed,thespringproducesaforceof45Nand
wtren it opens, pioduces a force of 55N. The spring must fit over the valve bush which has an outside diameter of
20mm ani ruri go inside a space of 35mm. The lift of the valve is 6mm. The spring index is 12. The allowable

stress may be taken as 0.33 GPa. Modulus of rigidity 80GPa.

4 hasanoutsidediameterof75mm.Itismadeofl2.5mmdiametersteel
wire. The spring support an axial load of 5000N, determine i) Maximum shear stress, ii) Total deflection, if the

spring has tcoiG wittr squared- ground end and is made of SAE9260, iii) Find also the pitch of coil and iv)The

natural frequency ofvibration ofthe spring ifone end is at rest'

5 The spring loaded safety valve for a boiler is required to blow off at a pressure of l.3MPa. The diameter of the

valve is 65mm and maximum lift of the valve is l7.5mm. Design a suitable compression spring for the valve,

assumins sprins index to be 6 and providing initial compression of 30mm. Take 10.45GPa and G=84GPa.

6 The valve spring of a gasoline engine is 40mm long when the valve is open and 48mm long when the valve is

closed. The ipring loads are 250N when the valve is closed and 400N when the valve is open. The inside diameter

of the spring is not to be less than 25mm and factor of safety is 2. Design the spring.

7 Fig.3.5a.ThespringistobeinsertedwithaninitialcompreSSiontoproducea
force eq-ual to l25N between the right end of lever and the stop. When the maximum force at A reaches a valve of
200N the end of the lever moves downward by 25mm. Assume the spring index as 8 find i) spring rate, ii) size of
wire, iii) Outside diameter of spring , iv) Number of active coils, v)

Free lensth and vi) Pitch.

8 A closed helical spring is to have a stiffness of lN/mm, maximum load of 40N and maximum shear stress of 130

N/mm2. The solid leneth is 45mm. find the diameter of wire and number of coils required. Take G:80GPa.

9 Design a spring used in a recoil system so as to absorb l20Nm of energy with a maximum force of 3000N. Assume

sorins index 8 and factor ofsafety is 2.
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width is about 2.5. Determine the width and thickness of spring plate and deflection when loaded. To what radius
should the leaves be bent initially for the spring to be flat under the given load? Take:2l0Gpa.

27 A helical torsion spring of mean diameter 50mm is made of a round wire of 5mm diameter. If a torque of 5Nm is
applied on this spring, find the bending stress, maximum stress and deflection of the spring in degrees. Modulus of
elasticitv:200Gpa and number of effective turns 10.

28 Design a helical spring for spring loaded safety valve for the following data: operating pressure:lMPa; Maximum
pressure when the valve blows ofFl.075MPa. Maximum lift of valve when pressure is l.075MPa:6mm. diameter
of valve seaFl00mm. Maximum allowable shear stress:0.4GPa. Rigidity modulus:86GPa. Spring index:5.5.
Assume this to be a Rams bottom safety valve.

29 Derive the equation for energy stored in a helical spring.

30 With usual notations, derive the equations for deflection and bending stresses induced in full length leaves and

graduated leaves of a laminated spring. What are the requirements of spring materials? What are the important
sprins materials?

3l Derive an expression for the shear stress induced in a helical compression spring, with usual notations.

)z Explain equalizing the stresses in leaf spring.
JJ Define spring index, mean coil diameter and helix angle.

34 When do you recommend non-circular wire spring? Why this cross-section of the wire is not generally used?

35 What do vou understand by surqe in helical springs? How it can be eliminated.

Module 3: Spur & Helical Gears:
I Derive an expression for beam strength ofspur gear tooth standard notations.

2 Explain what is meant by Lewis form factor.

J What is interference in gears? Explain briefly.
4 With sketch explain formative or virhral number of teeth applicable to helical gear: also derive an expression for

virtual number of teeth in terms of helix angle and the actual number of teeth.

5 State the assumptions made in Lewis equation.

6 A pair of mating spur gears has 20o full depth of module 5mm. The pitch diameter of smaller gear is l00mm. If
transmission ratio is 4:1. Calculate i) Number of teeth for each gear ii) Addendum iii) Dedendum iv) Whole depth

v) clearance vi) outside diameter vii) Tooth thickness viii)working depth ix) circular pitch x) center distance xi)
base circle diameters xii) Dedendum or root circle diameters'

7 A spur gear pinion l00mm diameter has a torque of 200Nm applied to it. The spur gear mesh with it is 250mm in

diameter. The pressure angle is 20o. Determine i) Tangential force F, ii) radial or separating force F, ii) Torque on

the gear. Also show the forces acting on the wheels separately.

8 A forged steel pinion (SAEI040) rotating at 400rpm drives a high grade cast iron gear. The transmission ratio is
4:1. The pinion has l5 standards 20" full depth involute teeth of 4mm module. The face width of both gears is

40mm. How much power can be transmitted from the stand point of strength?

9 Two spur gears are to be used for a rock crusher drive and are to be minimum size. The gears are to be designed for

the following requirements: Power to be transmitted is l8KW, speed of pinion l200rev/min: Velocity ratio 3.5 to I,
tooth profile 20o stub involute. Determine module and face width for strength requirements only.

l0 A pair of carefully cut spur gears with 20' full depth involute profile is used to transmit l2KW at 1200 revolutions

per minute of pinion. The gear has to rotate at 300revlutions per minute. The material used for both pinion and gear

is medium carbon steel whose allowable stress may be taken as 230MPa. Determine the module and face width of
the spur pinion and gear. Suggest suitable hardness. Take24 teeth on pinion. Modulus of elasticity may be taken as

2l0GPa.

ll Design a pair of spur gears to transmit 20KW from a shaft rotating at l000rpm to a parallel shaft which is to rotate

at 3l0rpm. Assume number of teeth on pinion 3l and 20'full depth tooth for. The material for pinion is C45 steel

untreated and for gear cast steel0.20%oC untreated.

t2 Design a bronre rpur gear 8t.4}fN/m' and mild steel pinion l0lMN/mmz to transmit 5KW at l800rpm. The

velocity ratio is 3.5:1. Pressure angle l4ll2". Not less than teeth are to be used on either gear. Determine the

module and face width. Also suggest suitable surface hardness for the weaker member based on dynamic and wear

considerations.

l3 In an automobile gear box, the second speed gear shaft is to be driven from main shaft with velocity ration 1.5:1.

Main shaft transmits l2KW at 3000rpm. The shaft center distance:8Omm pinion material is cast steel heat treated

and gear material is cast steel untreated. Profile of the gear is 20o stub involute. Determine i) Module ii) Face width

iii) Number of teeth on pinion and gear.

t4 A pair of carefully cut (class-Il) spur gear transmits 20KW at230rpm of the gear. Reduction ratio is 5:1. The

pinion is made of cast steel heat treated with allowable stress l97MN/m2. Gear is made of cast iron with allowable

t"
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stress 56MN/m2. Determin
surface hardness for the gear pair. pitch rine verocity of pinion is not to exceed 7.5m./sec-
Design a pair of spur gears

run at 250rpm maintaining a distance of l60mm between the shaft centers. Suggest suitable surface hardness for

Design a spur gear drive to nu,

^ Parf ot maung nellcal ge

module in the diametral plane is 5.7735mm. The pitch diameter of the smaller gear is ll5.47mm. If thetransmission ratio is 4:l calculate i)Helix angle ii) normal pitch iii) Transverse pitch iv) Number of teeth for eachgear v) Addendum vi) Dedendum vii) Whole depth viii) Clearance ix)Tooth thickness x) Working depth xi)outside diameters xii) center distance xiii) Root or dedendum circle diameter;;,;);;;,;","it"-.i..""

gear has left hand helix' The helix angle is 30". The arrow indicates the direction of rotation when seen from theright hand side' Determine the components of the tooth force and draw a fiee body diagram showing the forces
acting on the pinion and the gear.

A palr ot parallel helical ge

shaft' The normal module is 5mm and the normal pressure angle is 20o. The pinion has right hand helix, while the

Design a pair of helical gears to transmit power of l5KW at 3200rpm with speed re
cast steel 0A% c untreated. Gear made of high grade cI. Helix angle is limited to 26oand not less than2|teeth are
to be used on either gear. Suggest suitabre surface hardness for the gear pair.
A pair of carefully cut (class-Il) h"li.
involute in the normal plane. Pinion has 25 teeth and rotates at 5000rpm. Material for pinion and gear is 0.4%o
carbon steel untreated. Determine the module in normal plane, diametral plane and face width of the gears. Suggest
suitable hardness. Modulus of elasticity may be taken as 2l0GPa. Helix angle:30o. power transmitted: 90KW.
Designapairofhelicalgearstotransmitapowero
run at 450rpm. Suggest suitable surface hardness for the gear pair.
A pair of steel helical gears is to transmit l5KW
material, hardened steel with allowable bending stress of l20MPa. The gears have to operate at a centre distance of
200mm. the speed reduction ratio is 4:1. The teeth are 20'full depth involute profile on the normal plane. Helix
angle is 45o. The gears are manufactured to class III accuracy (precision class). Face width can be taken as l6 times
the normal module, if the wear strength has to be more than the dynamic load.
Determine the followiug :i) Normal plane ii) Transverse module iii) Pressure angle in the transverse plane iv)
Number of teeth on pinion and gear v) Face width vi) Required surface endurance limit.( note: Lewis bending
strength is based on normal module)

Module 4: Worm Gears
Explain briefly the formative number of teeth of bevel gears.

Explain "self locking effect" in case ofworm gear driva
Explain spiral bevel gear and hypoid gears?

Sketch and describe a meshing worm gear and worrn *treel. Wt at are their advantases?
A pair ofbevel gears trans itting 7.
pinion and gear at their large ends are l50mm and 200mm respectively. The face width of the gears is 40mm.
determine the components of the resultant gear tooth force and dru* u free body diagram of forces acting on thepinion and the gear.

Design a pair of bevel gears to connect t*o rhafti
cut with form cutters. The gear ratio is 5:1. The power transmitted is 30Kw ut eoorp. of the pinion. The teeth are--r-__ -^

s for the gear Dair.
Design a pair of bevel gears to transmit a power of 25KW from a shaft rotating at l200rpm to a perpendicular shaft
to be rotated at 400rpm.

A pair of bevel gears to transmitting l2KW at 300rpm of the gear and l470rpm of the pinion. The angle between
the shaft axes is 90". The pinion has 2Oteeth and the material for gears is cast steel (o":1g3.33N/mm2, BHN320).
'I-ake service factor as 1.25 and check the gears for wear and dynamic load. Suggest suitable surface hardness for
the gear pair.

A pair of straight bevel gears transmits l5KW at l250rpm of l2Onmm diameter pinion. The speed reduction is 3.5.
Use 14712" full depth teeth system. The pinion is made of alloy steel of case hardened and (SAE2320) gear is cast
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steel 0.20%C heat treated. Determine module, face width and number of teeth on pinion and gear. Suggest suitable

hardness if the wear strength has to be more than the dynamic load.

l0 A pair of bevel gear wheels with 20" pressure angle consists of 20 teeth pinion meshing with 30 teeth gear' The

module is 4mm while the face width is 20mm. The surface hardness of both pinion and gear is 400 BHN. The

pinion rotates at 500rpm and receives power from an electric motor. The starting torque of the motor is 150% of the

rated torque. Determine the safe power that can be transmitted considering the dynamic load, wear strength and

endurance strength. The allowable bending stress may be taken as 240MPa.

ll Complete the design and determine the input capacity of a worm gear speed reducer unit which consists of a

hardened steel worm and a phosphor bronze gear having 20ostub involute teeth. The centre distance is to be 200mm

and transmission ratio is l0 and the worm speed is 2000rpm.

t2 Design a worm gear drive to transmit a power of 2KW at l000rpm. The speed ratio is 20 and the centre distance is

20Omm.

l3 Design a worm gear drive to transmit a power of 40KW at 500rpm of worm. The speed is 25. Material for the gear

is ohosphor bronze and that of worm is hardened steel. Determine the eflgtglgy pll!9 drive also.

t4 00rpmtoa36teethwheel.Themoduleofthewheelis5mmand
the pitch diameter ofthe worm is 60mm. The normal pressure angle is 14.2'. The coefficient of friction is found to

69 b.OO. i) Find the centre distance, the lead and lead angle, ii) determine the forces and iii) determine the

efficiency of the drive.
l5 Design a pair of right-angled bevel gears to transmit a power of l5KW from a shaft running at a speed of 750rpm

to a oeroendicular shaft to be run at 250rpm. Suggest suitable surface hardness for the gear pair.

l6 Design a pair of bevel gears to transmit a power of 25KW from a shaft rotating at

to be rotated at 400rPm.

l200rpm to a perpendicular shaft

t7 O.t".rni* tt 
" 
** pirch angles, pitch diameters for the following bevel gear pairs:

i) For shaft angle 77" (Acute angle bevel gearing),

ii) For shaft angle 747" (Obtuse angle bevel gearing).

The module is 5mm and the number of teeth on the pinion and the gear are l4 and 42 respectively. Draw the

sketches ofgearing.
Mnd lc y': Chrfches and Rrakes (Continued)

I Explain briefly the uniform pressure licable to friction clutches and brakes.

2 Name the different type of clutches. Describe with the help of a neat sketch the working principles of any one

friction clutch.

J Classif the brakes and name different types of mechanical brakes'

4 Derive a relation to compute the torque developed on block brake'

5
is single plate type of both sides

effective having external diameter 1.25 times internal diameter p:0.3. Mean axial pressure is not to exceed

0.0g5N/mm2. Determine the dimensions of the friction surface and the force necessary to engage the plates.

Assume uniform pressure condition.

6 Design a single plate clutch consists of two pairs of contacting surfaces for a torque capacity of 200Nm. Due to

space limitation the outside diameter of the clutch is to be 250mm'

5 Determine the power transmitted by a single pair plate clutch assuming uniform pressure distribution. The tiiction

surfaces have an outside diameter of 350mm and a diameter of 280mm. The coefficient of friction is 0.25 and the

maximum allowable pressure is 0.85MPa.

6 Design a single plate clutch used in automobile transmission for the following specifications: power to be

transmitted=2oKW, speed l500rpm to 2500rpm (max). Friction surface molded asbestos on steel.

7 dius. The coefficient of

friction is 0.25. The clutch is to transmit 60Kw at 3000rpm. Its maximum diameter is 250mm and the axial force is

limited to 600N. Determine i) Number of driving and driven discs, ii) Mean unit pressure on each contact surface.

Assume uniform wear.

8 A 25KW at 3000rpm is to be transmitted by a multi-plate friction clutch. The plates have friction surfaces of steel

and phosphor bronze altematively and run in oil. Design the clutch for 25o/o over load.

9
fthe contact is

ient of friction

of 0.1; the average allowable pressure is 0.35MPA. Ass following' I)

Number of steel ind bronze plates ii) Axial force required iii) Actual maximum pressure.
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clutches to transmit 40KW at t000.pmJ,s"lme suitable material for friction

face is one fourth ofthe

meandiameteroffrictionlining.Ifthenormalintensityofpressurebetween.the"?"?:^.]lc:Y]1"::,1't[::::-.:*
ffi1'r"#Tr:ff;;';'ffi'*:"";il;';il;;ofi *=t.r. balcurate dimensions orclutch. Also find the axiar rorce

---:-^ 3L^+ :^

I Ul lrrv vvrrw ro

350mm;the cone pitch angle is 6'25o' The face width is 65mm' rrre c,oer-n1]1l1fr.':1"^1:::: 
"3,?:""t:tii;llil!:iijlft::";1il,:X"il"i."#r';;;,;;;;;;-ru it. averase normal pressure on the contact surraces when the

nr, .,rWi*. a"v"t"Ping 30KW at l250rPm

diamei=er is 400mm; p:0'3 and the normal

s a face angle of l2'5o' The mean

Dressure is not to exceed O.OSN/mm2' Design th

at a rated speed of 750rPm. Also determine i) Axial force

ffi r.22is tobalancea

torque of 500Nm on a drum shaft at l000rpm'

Assuming the coefficient of friction between the

brake shoe and drum is to be 0'25' determine i)

Tangential force on the shoe ii) normal force on the

shoe iii) Force F applied to the brake for clockwise

and counter clockwise rotation' iv) The dimension

'c' required to make the brake self locking assuming

the other dimensions remains the same' v)Heat

generated.

m is shown in

fig.t:S. The coefficient of friction is 0'3 and the maximum

p.lrrur" on the brake lining is lN/mm'?' the width of block is

equal to its length calculate,

i)
iD block
iii) n reaction and

iv) erated, if the brake drum rotates at

5OrPm.

ake drum diameter is

400mm and rotates at a speed of l5rpm' The friction material

permits a maximum pressure of 0'5MPa and p:0'25' Face width ot'

it. Uto.t is 50mm' If the brake is applied for 10sec at fullcapacity

bring the shaft to stoP determine,

i) Effort
iD Maximum torque
iii) Heat generated.

Assumelo=1.5@

a power of45

KW at a rated sPeed of 500

i) Dimensions of rectangular cross sectlon or Dano'

ii Dimensions of rectanlular cross section brake lever' (Assume hr = 2br)'

iii) Diameter of fulcrum Pin.
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Module 5:Lubrication and Bearings:
I What is Somerfield Number? What is its application in designing hydrodynamic journal bearing? Explain at least

four dimensionless parameters, which depend upon the Somerfield Number as plotted by Raimondi and Boyd.

2 Deriye Petroffs equation for coefficient of friction for Hydrodynamic bearing.

J List the difference forms lubrication and bearing materials.

4 Explain the sienificance of the bearing characteristics number in the design of sliding contact bearing.

5 Explain the mechanisms of Hydrodynamic lubrication in journal bearing.

6 What are the limitations in Petrofls law?

7 What do you understand by, i) minimum oil film thickness and ii) coefficient friction in bearing.

8 Write a short note on; i) bearing modulus ii) bearing characteristics number.

9 Explain the following, i) Hydrostatic lubrication ii) Boundary lubrication iii) Thick film lubrication iv) journal

bearing v) thrust bearing.
l0 A 75mm long journalbearing of diameter 75mm supports a load of l0KN. The speed of the journal is l200rpm.

The absolute viscosity of the oil is lOxl0-3Pas and diametral clearance ratio is 0.001. Determine the coefficient of
friction by using i) Petroffs equation ii) McKee's equation and iii) Raimondi and Boyd curve.

1l Determine the power loss for a PetrofPs bearing l00mm in diameter and l50mm long. The radial clearance is

0.05mm. Speed of the journal is l000rpm. The lubrication oil is SAE l0 and bearing operating temperature is

60'c.
t2 The viscosity of oil is ll0saybokt second at 50oC and the specific gravity is 0.8894 at 15.5'C. Determine the

absolute viscosity at the bearing operating temperature of 80oC.

l3 A 75mm long full journal bearing of diameter 75mm supports a radial load of l2I(N at the shaft speed of
l8g0rev/min. Assume ratio of diameter to the diametral clearance as 1000. The viscosity of oil is 0.01 Pas at the

operating temperature. Determine the following i) Sommerfeld Number ii) The coefficient friction based on

Mckee's equation and iv) Amount of heat generated.

t4 A lightly loaded joumal bearing has a load of lKN. The oil used is SAE60 and mean effective temperature of
operation is 40oC. The journal has a diameter of 50mm and the bearing has a diameter of 50.5mm. The speed of
iournal is l5000rpm. The L/D ratio is limited to 1.2. Determine the coefficient of friction anqporvgl lg!! l! frlg!!g!.

l5 SAE20 oil is used to lubricate a hydrodynamic joumal bearing of diameter 75mm and length 75mm, oil enters

40"C. The journal rotates at l200rpm. The diametral clearance is 75pm (0.075mm). Assume operating temperature

of the oil as 53oC and determine i) Magnitude and location of the minimum film thickness ii) Power loss iii) Oil
flow throush the bearing and iv) Side leakage.

l6 The oiliness curve for a 75mmxl50mm long bearing happens to be a straight line passing through points

rp'/P:l9lxl0-eand p:g.g0, and another point r1n'/P:956x10-e and p:0.0065. The load supported by the bearing is

6 KN and the speed of the journal l200rpm. Calculate the friction loss in KW at the bearing, if the oil film has a

temperature of 80'C and the viscosity of the lubricant is 8.7cP at the operating temperature, 4!!!rn9l[:Q491.
t7 A turbine shaft 60mm in diameter rotates at a speed of l0000rpm. The load on each bearing is estimated at 2KN

and the length of bearing is 80mm. Taking radial clearance as 0.05mm and ASE-20 oil for lubrication determine

the coefficient of friction, power loss, minimum film thickness and the oil flow rate. The temperature of the bearing

is not to exceed 50oC.
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Course Plan

20L9-20 (Even)

Subiect Title {IITOMORIT,R ENGINEERING
Subject Code 17ME655 IA Marks 40
Number of Lecture Hrs / Week 03 Exam Marks 60
Total Number of Lecture Hrs 40 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS _3

F'ACULTY DETAILS:
\ame: Prof. A M Biradar lDesignation: Asst. Prgfessor lniperience: t t

\o. of times course taught: 07 Specialization: Machine Design

Name: Prof.M.R.Ingalagi lDesignation : Asst.Professor Experience: 6.5
No. of times course taught: 0l ipecialization: Thermal Power Engineering

Sl. No Branch Semester Subject
0l Mechanical Engineering III BTD
02 Mechanical Engineerin g ry ATD
03 Mechanical Ensineerins V/VI Energy Engineering

To impart the knowledge on:

l. Working of I C engines.
2. Yalve timing diagram.
3. Working of clutches.
4. Various ignitions systems.
5. Super chargers and turbo chargers.
6. Lubrication systems

7. Emission control.

The student, after successful completion of the course, will be able to

Course Outcome
Cognitive

Level
POs

c323.1 To identifr the different parts of an automobile and it's working LI,L2
)ol,Po2
>o7,POl2

4323.2 To understand the working of transmission and braking systems L2
)ol,Po2
>o7,POl2

4323.3
To comprehend the working of steering and suspension systems

L2
POl,PO2
?o7,POl2

4323.4
fo learn various types of fuels and injection systems L2

tol,Po2
?o7,POl2

:323.5
Io know the cause of automobile emissions, its effects or
lnvironment and methods to reduce the emissions.

L2 )ol, Po7,Pol2

Total Hours of instruction 40

+1
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8 Hours

S: Spark Ignition (SI) & Compression Ignition (CI)
Liners, piston, connecting rod, crankshaft, valves,

grams, Types of combustion chambers for S.I. Engine and
: of materials for different engine components, engine

hybrid engines, twin spark engine, electric car.
cooling requirements, types of cooling- thermo siphon system, forced
r pump, Radiator, thermostat valves. Significance of lubrication, splash

MODULE 2
TRANSMISSIoN SYSTEMS: Clutch-types and construction, gear boxes- manual and automatic, gear shift
mechanisms, Over drive' transfer box, fluid flywheel, torque converter, propeller shaft, slip joints, -universal
joints ,Differential and rear axle, Hotchkiss Drive and rc.qr" Tube Drive.
BRAKES: Types of brakes, mechanical compressed air, vacuum and hydraulic braking systems, construction
and working of master and wheel cylinder, brake shoe arrangement., bisk brakes,. dirm brakes, Antilock -Braking systems, purpose and operation of antilock-braking systim, ABS Hydraulic Unit, Rear-wheel antilock &
Numerical

08 Hours
MODULE 3
STEERING AND SUSPENSION SYSTEMS: Steering geometry and types of steering gear box-power
Steering, Types of Front Axle, Suspension, Torsion bar suspension systems, liaf spring, coil slri-ng, independent
suspension for front wheel and rear wheel, Air suspension system.
IGNITION SYSTEM: Battery Ignition system, Magneto Ignition system, electronic Ignition system.

M,DULE 4 
08 Hours

SUPERCHARGERS AND TURBOCHARGERS: Naturally aspirated engines, Forced Induction, Types of
superchargers, Turbocharger construction and operation, Intercooler, Turbochirger lag.
FUELS, FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEMS FOR SI AND CI ENGINES: Conventional fuels, altemative fuels,
normal and abnormal combustion, , Fuel mixture requirements for SI engines, types
of carburetors, C.D.& C.C. carbure point fuel injection systems, fuel tranifer prr-pr,
Fuel filters, fuel injection pumps onic Injection system, Common Rail Direct Injection
System.

MODULE 5
08 Hours

AUTOMOTM EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEMS: Different air pollutants, formation of photochemical
smog and causes. Automotive emission controls, Controlling crankcase emissions, Controlling evaporative
emissions, Cleaning the exhaust gas, Controlling the air-fuel mixture, Controlling the combuition process,
Exhaust gas recirculation, Treating the exhaust gas, Air-injection'system, Air-aipirator system, Catalytic
converter.
EMISSION STANDARDS: Euro I, II, [I and IV norns, Bharat Stage II, [I, IV norms. Motor Vehicle Act

08 Hours
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Plan

Sl No Topics
0l VIII Proiect work Fuel, engine systems, driving systems

Real World Mapping
0l Industrial applications and design ofvarious components
02 Design of driving systems
03 Maintenance and repair of automobiles

Sl. No Delivery Type Details
0l Practical Topic: Assembly of all automobile components

Text Books
l. Automotive mechanics, William H Crouse & Donald L Anglin,l0tr,Edition Tata McGraw Hill Publishing Company
Ltd.,2007
2. Automotive Mechanics, S. Srinivasan, Tata McGraw Hill2003.

Reference Books
1. Automotive mechanics: Principles and Practices, Joseph Heitner, D Van Nostrand Company, Inc
2. Fundamentals of Automobile Engineering, K.K.Ramalingam, Scitech Publications (India) Pyt. Ltd.
3. Automobile Engineering, R. B. Gupta, Satya Prakashan, 4r edn. 1984.
4. Automobile engineering, Kirpal Singh. Vol I andll2002.

Additional Study material & e-Books

http://www.vssut.ac.in/lecture notes/lectu re142891 074l.pdf

Website and Internet Contents References

o http://www.bradford.ac.uk/timetabling/timetables/e i/mechanical-and-automotive-engineering-beng-meng/BEng_MEng-
Mechanical-Engineering-20 I 6- I 7. pdf

r http://www.vssut.ac.irVlecture_notes/lecturel4289 I 074l.pdf
o http://www.mechanicalgeek.com/wp-contenVuploads/20l6lll/ll4F2354-AE.pdf

Magazines/Journals website
I SAE http : I I magaztle. s ae. orgli n lauto/
2 IAME http://www. iame.com.au/

J AD&PBLOG http ://www. adandp.media/

4 Automotive Engineering http : //www. fr eetrademagazine s. com./automoti ve-engineering-
masazirre / automotive-m ag azine s /

Page 3 5l
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Course Plan
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Internal Assessment: 40 Marks
Theoretical aspects as well as relevant sketches should be drawn neatly for questions asked in Intemal Assessments

Scheme of Evaluation for Internal Assessment
Intemal Assessment test in the same pattern as that of the main examination (Better of the two Tests):20marks.

SCHEME OF' EXAMINATION:
There are five modules two questions from each module
Student has to answer any five question choosing at least one questions from each module.
Max. Marks: 60Marks

Module
No.

Lecture
No.

Content of Lecture oh of
Portion

I

I Spark Ignition (SI) & compression Ignition (cI) engines, cylinder -
arrangements and their relatives merits,

23.80

2 Liners, Piston, connecting rod, crankshaft. valves. valve acfiratins mechenic-o
J valve and port timing diagrams, Types of combustion chambers for S.I.Engine

and C.I.Engines,
4 Methods of a Swirl generation, choice of materi@

components, engine positioning.
5 concept of HCCI engines, hybrid engines, twin spark engine, electric car.
6 COOLING AND LUBRICATION: cooling requiffi
7 thermo siphon system, forced circulation water cooling system,
8 Water pump, Radiator, thermostat valves.

19.05

9 Significance of lubrication, splash and
l0 forced feed system

2

ll Clutch-Epes and construction, gear boxes- manual and automatic,
t2 gear shift mechanisms, Over drive, transfer box, fluid flyrvheel,
l3 torque converter, propeller shaft, slip joints, universaljoints,
t4 Differential and rear axle, Hotchkiss Drive and Torque Tube Drive.
l5 Types of brakes, mechanical compressed air, vacuum and hydraulic braking

systems,

19.05

t6 construction and working of master and wheel cylinder, brake shoe

t7 Disk brakes, drum brakes, Antilock -Braking systems, purpose and operation of

l8 ABS Hydraulic Unit, Rear-wheel antilock & Numerical

J

t9 STEERING AND SUSPENSION SYSTEMS: steering geometry and rypes of
steering gear box-Power Steering,.

20 Types of Front Axle, Suspension, Torsion bar suspension systems,
2t Leaf spring, coil spring,

19.05

22 Independent suspension for front wheel and rear wheel,
ZJ Air suspension system
24 IGNITION SYSTEM: Battery Ignition system,
25 Magneto Ignition system,
26 Electronic Ignition system

19.054
27 SUPERCHARGERS AND TURBOCHARGERS : Naturally aspirated engines,
28 Forced Induction, Types of superchargers,

Page 4
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Gourse Plan
VI(A&
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29 Turbocharger construction and operation, Intercooler, Turbocharger lag.
30 27 FUELS, FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEMS FOR SI AND CI ENGNES:

Conventional fuels, alternative fuels,
3l normal and abnormal combustion, cetane 4nd octane numbers,
32 Fuel mixture requirements for SI engines, types of carburetors,
JJ c.D.& c.c. carburetors, multi point and single point fuel injection systems, fuel

transfer pumps,
34 Fuel filters, fuel injection pumps and injectors. Electronic Injection system,

Common Rail Direct Injection System.

5

35 AUTOMOTIVE EMISSION coNTRoL SYSTEMS: Different air pollutants,
formation of photochemical smog and causes.

19.05

36 Automotive emission controls, Controlling crankcase emissions, Controlling
evaporative emissions,

37 Cleaning the exhaust gas, Controlling the air-fuel mixture,
38 Controlling the combustion process, Exhaust gas recirculation,
39 Treating the exhaust gas, Air-injection system,
40 Air-aspirator system, Catalytic converter.
4l EMISSION STANDARDS: Euro I,II, III and IV norrns!
42 Bharat Stage II, ilI, ry norrns. Motor Vehicle Act

Sl.No. Title Outcome expected
Allied
study

Week
No.

Individual / Group
activity

Reference:
book/website

IPaoer
I Assignment l:

Questions on engine
components and
cooling & lubrication
systems:

Sketch and write the
Answers.

Unit I 2 Individual Activity. Reference
Book-3,4

2 Assignment 2:
questions on
transmission systems
and brakes:

With neat sketch and
explanation.

Unit 2 6 Individual Activity.
Reference
Book-3,4

J Assignment 3:

Questions on steering
and suspension
systems ignition
system:

Sketch and write the
Answers.

Unit 3 8 Individual Activity.
Reference
Book-3,4

4 Assignment 4:

Questions on fuels,
fuel supply systems

for SI and CI engines
superchargers and
turbochargers:

Sketch and write the
Answers.

Unit 4 l0 Individual Activity. Reference
Book-3,4

5 Assignment 5:

Questions on
emission standards
automotive emission
control systems:

Explain the given
questions

Unit 5 t2 Individual Activity. Reference
Book-3,4

Page 5
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l. With a neat labeled diagram explain Spark Ignition (SI)
2. How does valve actuating mechanism work?
3. Explain with neat diagrams valve and port timing diagrams
4. What are different types of combustion chambers of S. I. Engine?
5. What is compression ratio? Explain briefly.
6. Write a note on engine positioning.
7. Why engines are need to be cooled? And what are different methods of cooling.
8. With line diagram explain different lubrication arrangements.

MODULE - 2: TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS AND BRAKES:
L Draw a neat diagram for general arrangement of clutch
2, What is the principle behind friction clutches?
3. With a neat diagram explain Fluid flywheel
4. Explain with neat sketch Single plate, multi-plate and centrifugal clutches.
5. What is necessity for gear ratios in transmission?
6. Explain planetary gears systems.
7. Write a note on torque converters
8. What are principles of automatic transmission?
9. List all the formulae which are involved in calculation of gear ratios and torque transmission by clutches.
l0.What are different types of brakes?
1 l. With a neat sketch Explain briefly hydraulic braking system.
l2.Explain with a neat sketch construction and working of master and wheel cylinder.
13.With a neat sketch explain working of drum brakes
l4.What is the purpose and operation of antilock-braking system?
l5.Explain Hotchkiss and torque tube drives
16. What are different arrangements of fixing the wheels to rear axle?

MODULE _ 3: STEERING, SUSPENSION SYSTEMS AND IGNITION SYSTEM:
1. Explain steering geometry.
2. Explain the followings camber, king pin inclination, included angle, castor, toe in & toe out.
3. What are the condition for exact steering
4. Write a note on power steering
5. What is over steer, under steer and neutral steer? numerical
6. What are requirements of Torsion bar suspension systems?
7. What is Air suspension system?.
8. Explain the following ignition systems

Battery Ignition system
Magneto Ignition system

9. How exactly electronic ignition system work?
10. What is automatic ignition?
I l. Write a note on advance ignition systems.

MODULE - 4: FUELS, FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEMS FOR SI AND CI ENGINES,
SUPERCHARGERS AND TURBOCHARGERS :

l. What altemative fuels can be used for IC engines?
2. What is normal and abnormal combustion?
3. Explain cetane and octane numbers.
4. What are different types of carburetors? Explain them with a neat sketch.
5. Explain multi point and single point fuel injection systems
6. How does Fuel filter work?
7. Write a note on fuel injection pumps.
8. What are naturally aspirated engines?
9. What is Forced Induction?
10. What are different types of superchargers?
I L With a neat labeled diagram explain turbocharger construction and operation
12. Why inter cooling is necessary?

MODULE - 5: EMISSION STANDARDS AUTOMOTIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEMS:
l. How do you control crankcase emissions?
2. How do you control evaporative emissions?

Page 6 _{+
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J.

4.
5

6.
7.

How the air-fuel mixture is controlled?
With a neat sketch explain Exhaust gas recirculation.
Write a note on Air-injection system
What are Catalytic converters?
Explain Emission standards- Euro I, II, III and IV norms, Bharat Stage II, III norms.

Examination s* s A B C D E F
o

Passins
Juneluly 2019 2 77 47 36 16 9 1. 98.37

#=,...-
Prof. A M Biradar
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Subiect Title TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Subiect Code r7}i{E664 IA Marks 40
No of Lecture Hrs + Practical Hrs / Week 03 Exam Marks 60
Total No of Lecture + Practical Hrs 40 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS - 03

FACULTY DETAILS:
!{ame: Prof. S R Kulkarni lDesignation: Asst. Professor lExperience: 12 Years 06 Months
\o. of times course taught: 03 lSpecialization: Production Manasement
\ame: Prof. Kushal Ambli lDesignation: Asst. Professor lExperience: 06 Years
\o. of times course taught: 0l lSpecial ization: Product Design & Manufacturing

Sl. No Branch Semester Subiect
I Mechanical Engineering V Management & Entrepreneurship

1. Understand various approaches to TQM
2. Understand the characteristics ofquality leader and his role.
3. Develop feedback and suggestion systems for quality management.
4. Enhance the knowledge in Tools and Techniques of quality management

The student, after successfut .o*piaiorr"of the course, *itt U" able to

Module - I
Principles and Practice: Definition, basic approach, gurus of TQM, TQM Framework, awareness, defming qualify,

historical review, obstacles, benefits of TQM. Quality Management Systems: Introduction, benefits of ISO registration,

ISO 9000 series ofstandards, ISO 9001 requirements. 08 Hours

Module - 2
Leadership: Definition, characteristics ofquality leaders, leadership concept, characteristics ofeffective people, ethics, the

Deming philosophy, role of TQM leaders, implementation, core values, concepts and framework, strategic planning

CO Course Outcome
Cogni
tive POs

c327.1 Explain the various approaches of TQM and QMS. LI,L2 1,5,6,11,12

4327.2 tdentify the role of leader & leadership styles which helps for their
irfirre

L2,L3 1,5,6,11,12

c327.3 Explain the methods to satisff the customer, employee involvement
rnd motivation techniques.

L2,L3 1,5,6,11,12

:327.4 Apply statistical tools for continuous improvement of quality
systems

L2,L3
1,5,6,1t,12

:327.5 Apply the tools and technique for effective implementation of TQM L2,L3 1,5,6,11,12

Total Hours of instruction 40

communication, decision making,

Page 1
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Module - 3
Customer Satisfaction and Customer Involvement:
Customer Satisfaction: customer and customer perception of quality, feedback, using customer complaints, service quality,
translating needs into requirements, customer retention, case studies. Employee Involvement - Motivation, employ""
swveys, empowerment, teams, suggestion system, recognition and reward, gain sharing, performance appraisal, unions and
employee involvement, case studies. 0gHours

Module - 4
Continuous Process Improvement: process, the Juran trilogy, improvement strategies, types of problems, the pDSA Cycle,
problem-solving methods, Kaizen, reengineering, six sigma, case studies.
Statistical Process Control : Pareto diagram, process flow diagram, cause and effect diagram, check sheets, histograms,
statistical fundamentals, Control charts, state of control, out of control process, control charts for variables, controliharts
tbr attributes, scatter diagrams, case studies. 08 Hours

Module - 5
Tools and Techniques: Benching marking, information technology, quality management systems, environmental
management system, and quality function deployment, quality by design, failure mode and effect analysis, product
liability, total productive maintenance. 08 Hours

SL. No Semester Subiect Topics / Relevance
I 8 Operations management Problem solving skills
2 7 Human resource management HRM Skills

SL. No RealWorld Mapping
0l Industry, Educational institutions, Public and Private sectors and Government Organizations

Text Books
l.Total Quality Management: Dale.H.Bester field, Publisher- Pearson Education India, ISBN:8129702606
2.Total Quality management for Engineers:M. Zairi,ISBN- 1855730243 Publisher- Wood head publishins
Reference Books
l. Managing for Quality and Performance Excellence by James R.Evans and Williuam M Lindsay, 9th edition,

Publisher Cengage Learning.
2 A New American TQM, four revolutions in management, Shoji Shiba, Alan Graham, David Walden, Productivity

press, Oregon, 1990
3. Organizational Excellence through TQM, H. Lal, New age Publications, 2008

Additional Study material & e-Books

Nptel.ac.in

VTU, E-learning

MOOCs

Open course ware

a

a

a

a

Page2 6e
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Theoretical aspects as well as relevant sketches should be drawn neatly for questions asked in Intemal Assessments

Scheme of Evaluation for Internal Assessment
Internal assessment test in the same pattern as that of the main examination (Average of three tests) 30 Marks.
Assignment Marks: l0
Total Internal Marks: 40

SCHEME OF EXAMINATION:
There are five modules two questions from each module
Student has to answer any five question choosing at least one questions from each module.
Max. Marks: 100 Marks

rO2l

International Journal for Quali$ Research
Emerald The TQM Journal intormation - www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/tqm.htm

Internal Assessment: 40 Marks

Unit
No.

Lectur
e No.

Content of Lecture o/o of
Portion

I

I Principles And Practice!: Definition, basic approach,

20%
(8 Hrs)

2 Gurus of TQM,
J TQM Framework, Awareness of TQM
4 Defining quality, historical review,
5 Obstacles, benefits of TQM
6 Quality Management Systems : Introduction, benefits oilsoleeisEtio;
7 ISO 9000 series ofstandards,
8 ISO 9001 requirements.

2

9 Leadership: Definition, characteristics of quality leaders.

40%
(8 Hrs)

l0 Leadership concept, characteristics of effective people
ll Ethics
t2 Deming philosophy, role of TQM leaders.
l3 Implementation, core values,
t4 concepts and frame work Strategic planning,
l5 communication,
l6 decision making

J

t7 Customer satisfaction and employee involvement:
Customer Satisfaction: customer and customer perception of quality

60%
(8 Hrs)

l8 Feedback, using customer complaints, service quality,
l9 Translating needs into requirements, customer retention, and case studies.
20 Employee Involvement: Motivation, employee surveys empowerment.
2t Teams, suggestion system,
22 recognition and reward
23 Gain sharing, performance appraisal
24 Unions and employee involvement, case studies.

4

25 Contin uous Process Improvement: process, Juran Trilogy, improvement
strategies 80%

(8Hrs)26 Types of problems, PDSA cycle,
27 Problem solving methods, Kaizen, Beengineering, Six sigma, case studies.

Page 3
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Statistical Process Control : Pareto di

statistical fundamentals, Control charts, state of control, out of control
control charts for variables. control charts for athibutes

Tools and Tech

failure mode and effect ana

Product liabili

Sl.No. Title Outcome expected: students rble to Allied
study

Week
No.

Individual / Group
activity

Reference:
book/website

/Paoer

I Assignment -l:
Principles and Practice
& QMS

Explain the various approaches

of TQM and QMS. o
-a
!o
2

2 Individual Activity. Text Book

) Assignment-2:
Leadership

Identifr the role ofleader &
leadership styles which helps
for their future.

c.l
o

!o
z

4 Individual Activity. Text Book

J Assignment-3:
Customer Satisfaction
and Customer
Involvement

Explain the methods to satisff
the customer, employee
involvement and motivation
techniques.

o

2

6 Individual Activity. Text Book

4 Assignment-4:
Continuous Process

Improvement

Apply statistical tools for
continuous improvement of
quality systems

-t
o
!o
z

8 Individual Activity. Text Book

5 Assignment-5:
Tools and Techniques

Apply the tools and technique
for effective implementation of
TQM

o
!o
z

l0 Individual Activity. Text Book

Sample
Ouestions Questions

I

Module I
l. Explain TQM frame work with the help of neat sketch.

2. Define quality and explain contributions of gurus of TQM
3. List out six basic concepts of TQM and briefly explain them.

4. List out tangible and intangible benefits of TQM.
5. Discuss ISO 9000 and ISO 9001 Series ofstandards.

II

Module 2
I . List & Explain the characteristics of Quality Leaders

2. Briefly explain the seven steps to strategic planning.
3. Why quality council is established? What are the duties of quality council?
4. Explain in brief i) Vision Statement ii) Mission Statement iii) Quality Policy
5. List out seven characteristics or habits ofeffective people.

Page 4 60

28
29 cause and ettect dragram. check sheets. histograms.
30
3l
32 Scatter diasrams. case studies

5

JJ

100%
(8 Hrs)

34 Oualitv management systems.

35 environmental management system,
36 oualitv function deplovment
37 Oualitv by desisn,
38
39
40 Total productive maintenance
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I ' who is a customer? what is his role in developing orgatization?

3. Define the term team? Why team work?
es of customer. Explain with an example.
assist in growth of an organization?

loyment.

1 Explain Juran Trilogy with a neat sketch.

efits of eFD.
izen and its benefits and applications
toollo improve the quality and 55 principles.
its advantages/ wnre a snort note on control charts for variables anJolroiuu,.r.

I What is bench marking? Explain.
2 Write a note on QMS and EMS

1 Whut is QFD? Explain the house of quality with neat skerch.4 Discuss quality by design and TpM .or"eptr.
5 With an example explain FMEA conceDt.

Examination S+ s A B D E 7o Passing
2018-19 07 22 l9 1l I 0 100
2017-18 6 l8 l9 t6 I 98

FCD FC SC oZ Passing
2016/17 l5 34 48 100
2015n6 38 54 24 100

gt,
t,
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Subiect Title HEAT TRANSFER LAB
Subiect Code I7MEL67 IA Marks 40
L-T.P t-0-2 Exam Marks 60
Total No of Lecture + Practical Hrs 40 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS - 02

FACULTY DETAILS:
Name: Dr. K. M. Akkoli Designation: Assistant Professor lnxperience : l6
No. of times course taught: l0 Times Specialization: Thermal Power Engineering
Name : Prof. M.M. Shivashimpi Designation: Assistant Professor lExperience: 12

!{o, of times course taught: 04 Times Specialization: Thermal Power Engineering
\ame: Prof. M.R. Inealaei Designation : Asst. Professor lExperience : 07
\o. of times course taught: 02 Times [ecialization: Thermal Power Engineering

SL. No. Branch Semester Subiect

0l Mechanica Enqineering I Ensineerins Physics

02 Mechanica Engineering III Basic Thermodynamics

03 Mechanica Engineering IV Fluid Mechanics

04 Mechanica Ensineerins VI Heat & Mass Transfer

of thermal systems.

2. This course provides a detailed experimental analysis, including the application and heat transfer through solids,

fluids, and vacuum. Convection, conduction, and radiation heat transfer in one and two dimensional steady and

unsteady systems are examined.

The student, after successful completion of the course, will be able to

CO Course Outcome
Cognitive

Level
POs

c328.t
)erform experiments to determine the thermal conductivity of a metal rod

L5
to
lo

, PO2, PO9,
2

c328.2
londuct experiments to determine convective heat transfer coefficient for free

rnd forced convection and correlate with theoretical values.
L5

ro
ro

, PO2, PO9,
2

c328.3
Estimate the effectiveness and efficiency in pin-fin pin-fin

L5
)o
)o

, PO2, PO9,
),

c328.4
Determine the emissivity of the given test plate and Prove Stefan Boltzmann
law of radiation. L4

PO

lo
, PO2, PO9,
2

c328.5
londuct and measure the overall heat transfer coefficient, effectiveness of
rarallel and counter flow heat exchangers. L5

ro
)o

,PO2,PO9,
2

c328.6
Estimate the heat transfer coefficient for film wise and drop wise condensation

)rocesses. L5
)ol, Po2, Po9,
,o12

c328.7
Demonstrate the working of Refrigeration and Air-conditioning system.

L5
lol, Po2, Po9,
?ot2

c328.8
lalculate temperature distribution ofstudy and transient heat conduction
hrough plane wall, cylinder and fin using numerical approach. L5

)ol, Po2,Po5,
)o9, POl2

Total Hours of instruction 40

Page 1 h5
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l. Determination of Thermal Conductivity of a Metal Rod.
2. Determination of overall Heat Transfer coefficient of a composite wall.
3. Determination of Effectiveness on a Metallic fin.
4. Determination of Heat Transfer coefficient in a free convection on a
5. Determination of Heat Transfer Coefficient in a Forced Convention Flow through a pipe.
6. Determination of Emissivity of a Surface.
7' Analysis of steady and transient heat conduction, temperature distribution of plane wall and cylinder using Numerical
approach (ANSYS/CFD package).
PART- B
1 Determination of Steffan Boltzmann Constant.
2. Determination of LMDT and Effectiveness in a Parallel Flow and Counter Flow Heat Exchangers.
3. Experiments on Boiling of Liquid and Condensation of Vapour.
4. Performance Test on a Vapour Compression Refrigeration.
5. Performance Test on a Vapour Compression Air - Conditioner.
6. Experiment on Transient Conduction Heat Transfer.
7' Determination of temperature distribution along a rectangular and circular fin subjected to heat Ioss through convection
using Numerical approach (ANSYS/CFD package)

Website and Internet Contents References
l.http://www.nptel.ac.in
2.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat tr ansfer

'.ac.in/courses/ I I 2 I 04 I 1 6/

SL. No. Semester Subject Topics / Relevance

0l m/IV
&VI BTD, ATD & HMT Provides basics of Laws and understunai.rg tfr" tt eory

02
VIT Project work Innovations and modifications of projects related to Heat &

Mass transfer

Real World Mapping
0l Designing the heat exchangers, air conditioners, air compressors and furnaces for the indrrstries
02 Study the properties of materials used in industries
03 Radiators

Reading Books

l. M. Necati ozisik, Heat Transfer - A Basic Approach, McGraw Hill, New york, 2005.
2. Incropera, F. P. and De Witt, D. P., Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer, 5th Edition, John Wiley and Sons, New
York,2006.

1. 4olman, J. P., Heat Transfer, 9th Edition, Tata McGraw Hill, New york, 200g.
AdditionalStudy Books
l. Power plant Engineering by E Wakil.
2. Solar Energy By Sukhatme.
3. Heat and Mass Transfer By P K Nag.
4. Principles of heat transfer by Kreith Thomas Learning 2001.

' Page?
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Gourse PIan

vr ( A&B)

20L9-2O (Even)

Sl. No. Maeazines/Journals website
I International Journal of Heat

transfer
https ://www j oumals. elsevier. com/intemational-j oumal-of-
heat-and-mass-transfer/

2 Intemational Journal of
Thermodynamics

http ://dergipark.ulakb im. gov.trleoguijt/

Scheme of Examination:
ONE question from part -A: 50 Marks
ONE question from part -B: 30 Marks
Viva -Voice: 20 Marks

Total: 100 Marks

l. Define and explain the different modes of heat transfer.
2. State laws concerned three modes of heat transfer.
3. Give the classification ofheat exchangers based on flow and mode ofheat exchanger.
4. Derive an expression for LMTD for a Parallel and Counter flow heat exchanger.
5. Derive an expression for Effectiveness for a Parallel and Counter flow heat exchanger.
6. List the assumptions made in the derivation of the Film Condensation theory.
7. Differentiate between drop-wise and film-wise condensation process.

8. Explain the following laws as applied to radiation: i) Stefan Boltzman law ii) Plank's Distribution law iii) Wein's
Displacement law iv) Kirchoff s law.

Expt.
No

Lecture /
Practical No

Name of the Experiment oof
Portion

PART-A

I I
Determination of Thermal Conductivity of a Metal Rod.

47.61

2 2 Determination of Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient of a Composite wall.

) J Determination of Effectiveness on a Metallic fin.

4 4
Determination of Heat Transfer coefficient in a free convection on a vertical
tube.

5 5
Determination of Heat Transfer Coefficient in a Forced Convention Flow
through a Pipe.

6 6 Determination of Emissivity of a Surface.
7

7
Analysis of steady and transient heat conduction, temperature distribution of
plane wall and cylinder using Numerical approach (ANSYS/CFD packaee).

PART-B

52.33

8 8 Determination of Steffan Boltzmann Constant.

9
9

Determination of LMDT and Effectiveness in a Parallel Flow and Counter
Flow Heat Exchangers.

l0 l0 Experiments on Boiling of Liquid and Condensation of Vapour.
ll ll Performance Test on a Vapour Compression Refrigeration.
t2 t2 Performance Test on a Vapour Compression Air - Conditioner.
l3 l3 Experiment on Transient Conduction Heat Transfer.

t4 t4
Determination of temperature distribution along a rectangular and circular fin
subjected to heat loss through convection using Numerical approach
(ANSYS/CFD packase).

Page 3
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2Ol9-20 (Even)
9' Define the terms critical thickness of insulation, Fin efficiency, contact and thermal resistances.l0' Explain the following Dimensionless number and their physicat sitnificance: (i) R"y;;ld;number, (ii) prandtl number,(iii) Nusselt number.
I l ' Define the terms critical thickness of insulation, Fin efficiency, contact and thermal resistances.

Examination S 9
2
;J

c D E %o Passing

June_July 2019 23 67 19 9 2 0 99.19
May _June 2018 30 51 32 0 0 0 99.19

Prof. M. M. Shivashimpi
Prof. M.R.Ingalagi Dr. K. M. Akkoli

c6
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Sub t Title MODELING AND ANALYSIS LAB
IA Marks

CREDITS 02

F'ACULTY DETAII,S:

. of times course taught:0 I

]!}!..
!zat-igli q

nre: Mr'. S. A. Goudadi Des

rgilrcerrn

gilleenng

a

a

Prerequisite Su bj ects:

Sl. No Branch

01 Mcchan ical [.n

02 Mechanical Iln

UJ Mcchanical I..n

04 Mcchanical Er

0-5 Mechan ical [-n

Course C)bjectives
To acqLrire basic unclerstanding ol Moclelirrg and Anall sis so{lu'are
'['o unclerstand thc clillbrent liinds of analysis and appll tl're basic prirrciples to
parameters of bars. bearrs loaded rvith loacling conclitions
'Io learr to apply'thc basic principles to carr-\'ttLtt d\rarttic irral_r'si' 1o hrou
l<ind of bcarrrs

Course Outcomes
J'he stucient, after successfr.rl contpletion oI thc cot-tt'se. w'ill be ablc to

CO

c329 I

c329.2 LJse the rroclern tools to lirrrrrtrlatc thc problem. ancl able to cr.u

geometry. descrilize . applir botrndar')' cortdition to solt'e proble rls
bars. 1russ. bear.trs. plate 1o tlncl stress r.i'ith ditlerent load

c329.3 Delronstrate the deflection of bearns sr"rb.iectecl to poir.rt, ut'ti1'orrr

distributcd and varf ing loads ftrrther to ttsc the available restrlts

draw shear lirrce anci [.rcnclirrg rttorttent dia-qlanis

c329.4 Anall,ze the given problcnr b1' apph,irru basic prillciple to solr.'e

clernorrstratc lD ancl 'lD heat trartsf-er rvith cotrdtrctitltr altcl colrvec

borrnda r.r' cond ition s

c329.5 Carr-v ou1 clynarnic anal-\'sis arrcl findirrg ttalural trequcncies fbr'

boundary conclitions arrcl also atralr"ze u,ith ltlrcing firrrction

Course Content
PART - A

Studl' of a FEA pacliage and modcling stress analysis of

I. Bars o1'cgnstarrt cross seclion ar-eir. taperecl cross section area ancl steppcc'l bal-

?.'frusses - (Minirrtrnt ? exercises oldifl'er-ent types)

3. Beants Simpl,v supportecl, cantilever. beatrs n'ith point load, LlDl .. bearns rvith var.virlg load etc

(M iuinr unr 6 excrci ses d i1-l'crerlt na1Lrre).

4. Stress analy5i5 of a rectattgLrlar plate rvith cil'ctllar hole'

Mech. Engg. Dept.

lind out the stress ancl other related

the natLrral 1r'ecluencv ol' clifl'crent

vt ALB.
201 9-20(Even)

Engs.. Mathematics

Mechan ics of Mechanics

Dcsign of Machine Elenrents-ll

I'leat and Mass l-ransl'er'

F'in ite Elerrent Mcthods

,r te
() I

r'19

POs PSOs

r,2.i,-5.6,8.
I I.l? t.?..3

I-r.L2.Ll 1.2,3,-5,6,8.
I 1.12

I .2,3

Iy
to L r.t,2,t_3

r,2.3,5.6,8
U. t2

1.2,3

nd
() 1l

't lS

t. r,t-2.I-i I
1155S
t. r2I

tl:

L r,t_2,1-3
1.2.3,-5,6,8

I1.12
I ,2.3

Page 1 biJi

Academic
Course Plan

Subiect Code 17MEL68 40
No of Practical l-lrs/ Week 0l 60
Total No of Practical Hrs 0i

Senr('i(er Subiect
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I

VI
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ru""r'. ingg D"pt. 
- 

1

- Acad;mrc

PATTI'_ B
l. l'helmiil Arraly'sis lt) & 2D problern with condLrction arrcl convectiorr

different types).
2. Dl,nanric Analysis

l) Fi.recl tlxeci be anr tirr natural ['ieqLre ncr, deternrination
2) Bar subjccted to tbrcing tirnction
3) Fixed fixed bearn sub.jected to 1il-cinc tirnction

boLrndarv Crinclitiotrs (Minirnurl 4 exercises of

PART - C
l. Dernolrstrate the Lrse o1'glaphics standards ( tCF-S. STEP etc ) to irnport thr: 6odcl fi.or1 rrrodeller to solver
2. Detnonstrate one exanrple of contact analysis 1o learn the proccdLrle 10 carr l oLtI coutitct irnnly,sis
3. Dctnonstrate at leasl trvtl cl i1-lbrerrt tr'1te rtf exatrrple to r-nodel and analyze b,rrs or plates rlaclc fropr cgltpgsite ntaterial

Releyance to future subjects

Semester Su

[rr ect r.vorl<vltt

Relevance to Real World

SL.No
IJxanrples tlf bars. bearrs ancl I russes

L:rarrplcs ol' ll) bars lirI heat transf'er

Ilooks L.lsed and Recommended to Students

Reference Books
l. A first course in the Pinitc elcnterrl nrethctd. [)arr I l- Loqzrn. l-]torlason.
2. Fundarnents o1'F'l:M. lltrtlon McGraw Ilill. 1004
i. Finite Elerrert Arrallsis. Ccurgu [{ Bucharran. Sclratrrn Scrics
Additional Studr rnatcriaI & e-lilohs
I . NPI'tsl- of trhM ancl ["L,A

Relevant Websites (Reputed Universities and Others) for
Notes/Animation/Videos Recom mended

nSq! rry9_._!d rvr4rplqe

Website and lnte rnet Contents References
I) ht/ps.iten.trikipetliu orgt'tl,ikii f'inile clamenI ncthotl
2) nptel uc.it'r/trtut',rcs/ I I ) I 01I I 6i

Magazines/.f ournals Used and Recommended to Students

lv ebs ite

Examination Note
lnternal Asscssurenl:
'fheoleticalasl)ects as rvell as r.elcvant sl<elches shoulcl bc dr-ar.r'n rreatl.l lbr'.lrrestions asl<ecl in lntelnal Assessnrc'nts

Schcrne of Evaluation for Ittternal Asscssment (.10 Mat'ks)
(a) ContintroLrs assr-ssrncnt (lab cortdttctiott): f4 rrarks
(b) Internal Asscsstncnt lcsl in thc stlnrc pattenr as that o1-Lhe ntain cratninaliorr: l6 nlirks.

Page2
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SL. No 'l'opics / R.eletunce
0 1\4odelirrg ancl ,Alalr sis ol'conrponenls for. nroiect

01

02
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SCH EM E OF IIXAM INA'I'ION :

One QLrestion fionr l)art A - .10 \,'lrLllis

C)ne Questiorr fionr Part Il - -10 Nlarlis
Vivzr-Voce - l0 Nlarks

Total l0() Nlrrrlis

Course Delivery Plan

Mech. Engg. Dept.

Academic
Course Plan

201 9-20(Even)

Practical
No

Name of the Experiment
t'lt ol'

Portion
0l lntrocluclion to F EM ancl AnalYsis softu'are J. -) -)

02 AnaJysis of rectangLrlar platc u'ith a lrole. 8.33

03 Stress Analysis: Arrall,sis o1-the simple bal of cottstant cl'oss seutiorr alca 6- ) )

04 Analv s o{'1he stcl)ped bar' 8.33

05 AnalY s o1'thc tripere d bar. 8.3 3

06 Analy s of two bal ttrss elemcrrt lbr the rrodal clisplacenrent ancl stress in cach bar' 8.3 3

01 Anall'sis of tltlce bar truss elernent fbr the nodal clisplaccrlcnt rr ril strcss in eaclr elenrerrt ii.J-)

08 Analvsis of three bar trr-rss elernent fbr the nodal clisplace rrcnt untl strcss in each elernent 8.3 3

09 'l-o fincl the SFD trnd BMD 1br cantilcvel bearn ri'ilh point loacl 8 il
0 '1'o flrrcl 1he SFD anci llN{D tbr sirnply sr-rpported bearr vr ith Ll t)l and point loacl 8.3 3

ll 'lo flncl thc Sl"D ancl BNlD fbr sinrph, supportc.l bearrr u'ith []\'l u.jj

12
'l'o deterrninc the Lcnrperatttrc at lttt-r pctittt irr tlre cotll'rtlsifc tiiLli u._t l

-1 Model analysis: Mocle shapcs & corresponding national ileclucne'' 1br clif'lcrenl ntociels 6 J-)

0l \A/hat is ]rFlM?

02 What are the applications ol F [:.M in ciif-l'ererll tlclds?
03 What is nocie. cletrent. sat'e tirnctiotr atrd clescrctization'l

04 What are the diffblent steps irr'"'olvcd irr the IrlllVI l
05 What is the clitlblence bctr't'eert isotropic ortlrotropic nratcrials'l

06 Whal is "ll "rnclhod an.l " P ''?

01 What are difl'erent 11'pcs of clcnlents'.)

08 Wl.rat are the cOt)\,ergelcc requiletnent. cqrnpatibility, requirement attd getrtnetric rcquiretnc'nt'.)

09 Explain natLtral co-orditrate S)i Stcm.

t0 What is static cttndeLrsation?

QUESTION BANK

Page 3 61
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Mi. S. A. Goudadi Flol) Principal


